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Problem Statement:

The South Carolina Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) is the state agency

responsible for administering all components of the juvenile justice system in South

Carolina and "providfes] custodial care and rehabilitation for the state's children who are

incarcerated, on probation or parole, or in community placement for a criminal or status

offense."l Children under the age of seventeen who are charged by law enforcement

officials with a criminal or status offense are referred to DJJ for intervention and

supervision.2 In fiscal year 2012-13, DJJ processed 16,754 new referrals.3 During that

same time period of time, Family Court judges committed I,274 children to DJJ for

treatment and rehabilitation in long-term incarceration facilities or alternative programs.a

One potential disposition, or sentence, that a Family Court judge can issue to a

child after adjudicating him/trer delinquent for a criminal offense is an Indeterminate

Commitment, meaning that the child is committed to DJJ for an indeterminate period of

time not to exceed his/her 2l't birthday.t Once the Family Court judge issues an

Indeterminate Commitment, jurisdiction over the case passes to the releasing entity.6 If

the child is indeterminately committed to DJJ for a misdemeanor or status offense, then

the releasing entity is the DJJ Release Authority (Release Authority).7 If the child is

indeterminately committed to DJJ for a felony offense, then the releasing entity is the

South Carolina Board of Juvenile Parole (Juvenile Parole Board)8, a separate entity from

t scDJJ Website, http : //www. state. sc. us/djj/
' One exception to Family Court jurisdiction is sixteen year olds who are charged with "a felony which
provides for a maximum term of imprisonment of fifteen years or more." S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-20
' This number represents "a 27 .5Yo drop in the last five years." SCDJJ Report Card for 2013, p. 6
'2012-2013 SCDJJ Annual Statistical Report, p. 5
t S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-1440(8)
o S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-1440(D)
t S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-181O(AXl)
t S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-lSl0(AX2)



DJJ.e State law requires the releasing entities to "employ the services of and consult with

the personnel of the Department of Juvenile Justice" in making decisions regarding the

release (parole) of children from indeterminate commitment sentences.l0

Currently, in order to accomplish this statutorily-mandated consultation, various

DJJ staff members in different disciplines and divisions (residential services, education,

and community supervision) are required by policy to submit periodic reports to the

Juvenile Parole Board and Release Authority concerning children on their caseload who

have cases pending before these releasing entities. This means that a DJJ Social Worker

in the secure institution, a DJJ Guidance Counselor in the school district, and a DJJ

Intensive Supervision Officer in the county offrce all submit individual reports, including

recommendations for potential conditional release or parole, on the same child. No

coordination among these various case workers in gathering relevant information or

preparing these reports is required.

This disjointed process of each staff member submitting an individual report, a

process which has been in place for over 30 years, does not foster or promote the

collaborative and consensus-building way that DJJ now conducts business in planning for

a child's reintegration into hislher home community. The existing process results in DJJ

case workers in different disciplines/divisions submitting varying, and sometimes even

conflicting or inconsistent, information on the child and hisftrer family to the releasing

entities. In addition, these case workers in the separate disciplines and divisions can

differ in what they recommend regarding potential release of the child, despite the fact

that DJJ should be speaking with one voice about the aftercare/reentry plan for the child.

'S.C. Code Ann. 6 63-19-610

'o S.C. Code Ann. g 63-19-1820(C)



There is, after all, only one aftercare/reentry plan. Finally, having separate reports

submitted by multiple DJJ staff members increases the chance for late submission of the

reports, since there are many moving parts, so to speak, and no coordination among

personnel to ensure that the reports are submitted timely.

At no other point in the juvenile justice system do employees of DJJ not speak

with one voice regarding recommendations for children. This disjointed method does not

allow for a meaningful review process by the releasing entities. The Juvenile Parole

Board and Release Authority are making important, weighty decisions about releasing

high-risk youth from secure institutional custody and returning them home to

communities across South Carolina. To not provide these decision-makers with

consistent and accurate information, as well as a unified plan for the child's reentry, is to

not provide them with the tools they need to make a sound decision that is in the best

interests of the youth, his/her family, the victim, and overall public safety.

Data Collection:

The first goal of my data collection process was to gather background information

on the agency and the releasing entities. Statistical data concerning the agency's

processes (most relevant to this project being the number of children committed to DJJ)

was obtained from the2012-2013 DJJ Annual Statistical Report. Additional data and

background information regarding DJJ and the juvenile parole process was sourced from

the DJJ Annual Accountability Report for2012-13, multiple years of DJJ Report Cards,

and selected sections of the Juvenile Justice Code in the South Carolina Code of Laws.

Information regarding the history of the agency and the forward-looking vision adopted

by current leadership was gleaned from materials available on the DJJ website as well as



the "Change is Possible" article written by DJJ's Director and published in the American

Probation and Parole Association's magazine Perspectives. To further discuss agency

philosophy and strategy as well as project development and implementation, I met with

various members of DJJ executive and senior management.

Next, it was important to establish the parameters of existing policy regarding the

submission of parole reports to the Juvenile Parole Boardll and Release Authority.12

Therefore, I reviewed the Juvenile Parole Board's Policy and Procedure Manual and

identified the related forms that are relevant to this project, meaning those forms that DJJ

staff complete to provide the Juvenile Parole Board with updated information on youth

and make a recommendation regarding release (Appendix,4). These documents, totaling

over 40 pages, include policies on Administration, Parole Examination, Revocation and

Rescission, and Victim Assistance. Similarly, I obtained and read DJJ Policy A-5.1,

Juvenile Parole - Release Authority Process, the policy that govems the procedures for

the Release Authority, and identified and reviewed the Release Authority forms relevant

to this project (Appendix B).

Then, in order to gain perspective on the content of the reports themselves, it was

critical to gather reference materials from each of the releasing entities as a sample

representative of the reports submitted to them by DJJ personnel each month. To that

end, DJJ's Release Authority Coordinator provided me with copies of each report

submitted to her from various DJJ staff members for each child at DJJ's long term-

institution, the Broad River Road Campus (BRRC), being considered for parole in

I I ". . . 1T1he Board is composed of seven (7) members appointed by the Governor with the advice and
consent of the Senate." SC Board of Juvenile Parole Administration Policy, p. I
tt "The DJJ Release Authority Panel is comprised of DJJ employees that are at the Senior Manager level
within DJJ, have been recommended to serve by their respective Deputy Director, and approved by the DJJ
Director." DJJ Policy A-5.1, Juvenile Parole - Release Authority Process, p. 3



December 2013 (Appendix Q. Data regarding when each of these individual reports was

submitted by the various DJJ staff members and whether that submission was before or

after the established deadline for the report to be submitted was also provided (Appendix

D). The Director of the Juvenile Parole Board offered similar information on children for

whom the Juvenile Parole Board is the releasing entity by providing copies of the three

individual reports for each child at BRRC being considered for parole in January 2014

(Appendix E). The Juvenile Parole Board's "Missing Reports" spreadsheet that is

prepared each month was also made available for all of 2013 (Appendix F).

For each child considered for parole, the documents provided by the releasing

entities consisted of three separate reports submitted to the entity by DJJ staff - one from

the child's social worker in the secure institution (treatment), one from the child's

guidance counselor in the DJJ School District (education), and one from the child's

Intensive Supervision Officer in the DJJ county office (community). The Release

Authority documents also included a Summary of Parole Recommendations form

completed by the Release Authority Coordinator on each case. The names and other

identifuing information of the children and families who are the subjects of these reports

have been redacted in order to maintain the confidentiality of these records as mandated

by state law.13 Tables were created to tatly the data received from each releasing entities

and are found at the end ofthe respective Appendices referenced above.

"For an organization to be successful at [process] improvement, it needs the will

to improve, ideas for improvement, and the skills to execute the changes."l4 Therefore,

in order to gain insight into the personnel involved in the existing parole process, I met

" S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-2010 and -2020
ra Gerald J. Langley and Ronald Moen, The Improvement Guide: A Practical Approach to Enhancing
Organizational Performance" p. 5



with DJJ's Associate Deputy Director for Treatment and Intervention Services, DJJ's

Social Work Director, and the Juvenile Parole Board's Director. Among other topics, we

discussed what information the releasing entities are seeking from DJJ staff and how DJJ

staff can more completely and concisely provide this information. A meeting with

executive and senior management level personnel who supervise staff who submit reports

to the releasing entities was also held in order to discuss the current process of the

submission of separate parole reports (both positive and negative aspects) as well as

possible alternative processes. The merits and limitations of a combined report process

were debated as well.

Data Analvsis:

The DJJ of today is not the DJJ of thirty, twenty, or even ten years ago. tt Over

the last decade, DJJ has "come from a time of a federal lawsuit, high populations of

incarcerated youth, and few options for alternative placements to a very different and

reformed juvenile justice agency."l6 One key element of this reform at DJJ was a

deliberate focus on reentry and reintegration, the process whereby an incarcerated child is

returned to his/her home community. In an effort to enhance the successful reentry of

youth paroled by the releasing entities, "DJJ expanded its five-county . . . pilot program

[for Intensive Supervision services] to a statewide . . . program by 2007."r7 By design,

caseloads of DJJ's Intensive Supervision Officers (ISO) were statutorily capped at a

maximum of 20 youth.ls Having lower caseloads allows ISOs to provide more

15 
"1F1ront end referrals have declined 42.3 percent since 2002-2003, . . . [which] has gradually impacted

the entire juvenile justice system, bringing substantially lower caseloads to the community and record low
populations to [DJJ's] secure correctional facilities;' 2012-2013 SCDJJ Annual Statistical Report, p. 2
tu SCDJJ Repon Card for 2013,p. I
" Margaret Barber, "Change is Possible", P er sp e ct iv es, F all 20 12, p. 7 8
tt S.C. Code Ann. $ 63-19-350(15)
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individualized supervision of these high-risk youth being released from DJJ institutions,

resulting in improved public safety outcomes as youth under Intensive Supervision are

*37.5o less likely to re-offend than those under standard supervision."le

"For committed youth, the first step fof the Intensive Supervision program] is a

comprehensive reentry planning process that begins as soon as the juvenile enters a DJJ

facility."2O This reentry planning process at DJJ's long-term commitment facilities is

carried out, in large part, at multi-disciplinary team meetings consisting of DJJ case

workers from various disciplines and divisions, including: the child's ISO from the local

county ofhce; the child's Social Worker, Psychologist, and Reintegration Specialist from

the treatment division; Juvenile Correctional Officers from the rehabilitative (security)

division; and the child's teachers and Guidance Counselor from the education division.

Despite this focus on a cooperative and collaborative team process to plan for a child's

reentry, the policies of the releasing entities continue to require that three separate reports

(from DJJ personnel in the institution, the school, and the community) be submitted to the

releasing entity regarding a child's potential release back to the community.

According to the policies of the Juvenile Parole Board and Release Authority,

these two separate releasing entities have similar processes for making release (parole)

decisions. Upon indeterminate commitment, a child is assigned a time range for potential

length of incarceration, known as guidelines, by the releasing entity. The child's

guidelines can range from 1-3 months to 36-54 months. The first number in the range is

the minimum guideline, and the second number is the maximum guideline. The

established guidelines are just that - a guide. This means that a child can be released

'n SCDJJ Report Card for 201 l, p. 8
'u Barber, "Change is Possible", p. 82

7



prior to the minimum or after the maximum guideline. Prior to the minimum guideline,

there is a presumption for retention; after the maximum guideline, there is a presumption

for release. The decision to release a child is based on multiple factors, to include the

child's behavior or conduct in the living unit and school, the child's progress towards

his/her treatment goals, the nature of the child's committing offense(s) and history of

adjudications, and the input of the victim (if applicable) and community representatives.

Both releasing entities can issue either an unconditional release (meaning no community

supervision would follow) or a conditional release (meaning parole conditions would be

issued and community supervision would follow).

In reviewing the materials received from the Juvenile Parole Board (January 2014

reports) and Release Authority (December 2013 reports) for children at BRRC being

considered for release/parole, some trends emerged. In 9 of the 20 cases reviewed by the

Parole Board in January 2014, DJJ staff submitted differing release recommendations on

the same child (meaning that one staff member did not recommend that the child be

released while the other two did, or vice versa). For example, Denardo's Social Worker

did not recommend that he be released as he "has had a negative adjustment to the

institution and has not completed treatment" while his ISO recommended release due to

"seeing a change in his behavior and in his attitude . . . and doing great in school."

Similarly, in Release Authority cases of children at BRRC considered for release

in December 2013, DJJ staff offered differing recommendations in 5 of the 8 children's

cases. For example, Charles' Social Worker recommends that he be released "based on

his overall progress and success on meeting the goals of his release plan." By contrast,

his ISO does not recommend release/parole as "Charles' history of bullying, threatening



and volatile aggression continues to place himself and the community at risk." This

means that, regardless of the releasing entity that the reports are submitted to, DJJ staff

members are not of one accord regarding the aftercare/reentry plan for the child and

render conflicting recommendations in half of the cases being considered.

Additionally, the content of the separate reports submitted by DJJ's treatment,

education, and community case workers made it clear that these reports are being

submitted in isolation, with little to no coordination among these various staff members

in completing many of the reports. For example, in the reports submitted to the Juvenile

Parole Board concerning Quaydir, the Social Worker reported that "Quaydir has made

gradual improvement in behavior and progress on treatment goals. . . . and has

demonstrated some recent positive identification of release goals as well as progress in

managing aggression." By contrast, Quaydir's ISO reported that Quaydir "has continued

to display disruptive and defiant behavior. . . . [and] continued to have problems with

talking back to staff, using inappropriate language, horseplaying with peers, and leaving

class without permission."

The instance of DJJ case managers providing inconsistent and conflicting

information was also evident in reports submitted to the Release Authority. Jason's

social worker, for example, reported that he had made "progress and overall

improvements in all areas." She explains that Jason's "overall behavior and attitude

towards staff and the program has been positive, and he has shown leadership skills

during group and therapeutic activities. He has maintained stable behavior and

compliance with his medication and personal de-escalation plan." However, his ISO

appeared to be describing a different child, reporting that "Jason was extremely



argumentative, destructive of DJJ's property, fought with DJJ staff, and had to be

restrained. . . . Jason's behavior [was] continuously . . . negative, and [he has]

determin[ed] that he is not going to conduct himself in a respectful manner."

In addition, both releasing entities experience DJJ staff submitting reports in an

untimely manner. According to 2013 figures from the Juvenile Parole Board, a total of

I l0 reports were o'missing" on the established date for the reports to be submitted. This

means that, on average, more than 9 reports were submitted late each month. Similarly,

of the 24 reports on children at BRRC submitted to the Release Authority for December

2013 hearings, almost half (10) were submitted after the established deadline. This lack

of adherence to deadlines is inconsiderate to the releasing entities and does not reflect

well on DJJ staff.

Implementation Plan:

"Fundamental to the success of any improvement effort is the understanding that

improvement requires that change occur."2l Based on the above data analysis, DJJ needs

to change current policy in order to improve the process of providing reports to the

releasing entities so that duplicative and conflicting information is eliminated and so that

DJJ staff members collaborate more closely to produce a single, unified report with a

consensus recommendation. As H. James Harrington explains, 'o...no matter how hard

your employees try, if your critical business processes are outmoded and ineffective, all

the stakeholders are going to lose."22 In studying the reports gathered for this project, it

is clear that DJJ case workers expend considerable time and effort in completing parole

reports. However, since the current process for submitting reports to the releasing

2r Langley, The Improvement Guide, p. l5
" H. James Harrington, Streamlined Process Improvement, page 14

l0



entities has failed to keep pace with changes in the way DJJ does business and is

ineffective in ensuring that a concrete plan is in place to facilitate a child's rehabilitation

and safeguard public safety upon the child's release, the meaningfulness of the reports

and included recommendations suffers.

To accomplish the goal of DJJ providing meaningful parole reports upon which

the Juvenile Parole Board and Release Authority can rely to make sound release

decisions, DJJ will form a process improvement group made of DJJ staff members who

contribute to the parole report process. Members of the two releasing entities should also

be invited to participate in this development work group. o'When a team works together

on improving business processes, . . . the team effort promotes an understanding of the

interconnectivity of their work."23 Ultimately, this process improvement work group

would be responsible to update existing Juvenile Parole Board and Release Authority

policies and forms to conform to the new reporting process created by their team. The

team would also develop training protocols to be used to educate their colleagues across

the state on the new process designed to share information with the releasing entities.

"To implement a change, permanent support structures (training, job descriptions,

standardized procedures, and so on) need to be created that increase the chances the gains

will be achieved and sustained."24

One foundational area that the work group will focus on initially is to streamline

the current multi-disciplinary staffing process so that staffing meetings held by

classification staff, which begin once a child is indeterminately committed, are not

duplicated by staffing meetings held by reintegration staff, which begin as a child's

" Susan Page, The Power of Business Process Improvement: l0 Simple Steps to Increase Effectiveness.
Effrciency. and Adaptabilitv, p. 4
2a Langley, The Improvement Guide, p.43

l1



minimum guideline range approaches. The decision-making and planning process should

be condensed so that all DJJ case workers (community, security, classification, social

work, reintegration, and education) can meet at one time - and at only one time - to share

information regarding a child and together develop a reintegration plan for the child's

eventual release. Once a streamlined staffing process has been developed, the work

group will need to decide on a process whereby the reentry plans established at these

staffing meetings, to include consensus recommendations, are communicated to the

releasing entities. For example, the work group will need to determine who will compile

and complete the unified report, how information will be gathered from the various case

workers, how the reports will be edited and reviewed, how recornmendations will be

reached when the parties disagree on whether or not the child should be released, and

who will submit the completed report to the appropriate releasing entity.

The new process for submission of parole reports developed by this work group

will be tested on a small scale before it is implemented by case workers throughout the

agency. "Through testing you can learn about aspects ofthe change, so when you are

ready to implement, the change is understood well enough to be implemented correctly

and sustained."2s Since the Release Authority process is under the control of DJJ, a pilot

project would be easier to implement with Release Authority cases rather than Juvenile

Parole Board cases. A portion of Release Authority cases should be selected for this

testing sample, perhaps those cases of children from counties in the Midlands Region

(since it will be more convenient for ISOs in those counties to travel to Columbia to learn

about the new process through training and to attend stafhng meetings to implement the

new process, than ISOs in other regions). "As part of testing and implementing a change,

25 rbid., p. t 8

12



the reason for the improvement effort should be made clear to everyone involved. People

need an opportunity to participate in the development and testing of the changes."26

The cost to develop, test, and implement this new parole reporting process should

be minimal as all the work will be performed by DJJ staff. All costs associated with

training will be indirect and easily absorbed by DJJ. The new process should, ultimately,

reduce costs for DJJ as fewer staffing meetings will be held and fewer staff members will

be completing reports. The entire process of development and testing should be

completed within six months. It is estimated that it would take an additional three

months to expand the new process to all cases of both releasing entities and train

respective staff members state-wide on implementation measures.

Developing a new process for the submission of parole reports will not be without

opposition. 'oWhen trying to develop a change, people often have difficulty imagining

how tasks could be done or results be accomplished differently from the way things are

currently done."27 For example, during my meeting with key Juvenile Parole Board and

DJJ personnel, a representative of the Juvenile Parole Board shared that he is resistant to

the idea of a combined report because he is concerned that minority voices will be

drowned out regarding recommendations for release (meaning that if one case worker is

recommending release while the other two are not, then he wants to know that fact and

the reasons why). Although he was assured that the goal of this process improvement

would be to have a consensus report with one recommendation from the team at DJJ

while still providing information to the releasing entity regarding any concerns raised

when developing this recommendation so that all voices are heard and represented, I am

tu Ibid, p. 2r

" Ibid, p. 3

13



not sure that he was convinced. Including him, or someone on his staff that he trusts, on

the process improvement work group will be critical to the success of any new process

developed.

Evaluation Method:

"In addition to creating the permanent support structures (such as training) . . . ,

ongoing measurement and audits should be used to ensure improvement is achieved and

maintained." 2s In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the submission of a unified

report with a consensus recommendation to the Juvenile Parole Board and Release

Authority, parole reports and documents similar to those evaluated for this project will be

gathered for a representative month. These reports should be reviewed to ensure that

complete and consistent information is being provided to the releasing entities as well as

to ensure that concerns of case workers who may be in the minority regarding the

consensus recommendation are represented. "Audits can be done periodically to see if

people are adhering to the new standard process."2e These reports should continue to be

sampled and evaluated on a regular basis (twice a year, for example) to ensure fidelity to

the new reporting process and to verify that the improvements are sustained.

Also, after implementation of the new process, data regarding the frequency of

late reports being submitted will be gathered to determine if the new unified report

process has decreased the occurrence rate of untimely reports. "Plotting data over time

and viewing the patterns will fumish the evidence that performance is being sustained at

a new level."30 Finally, after at least six months of implementation of the unified report

process, key stakeholders (both DJJ staff who submit the reports as well as staff of the

" Ibid, p.44
" Ibid.
'o lbid, p. 43

T4



Juvenile Parole Board and Release Authority) should be surveyed to gauge their

receptiveness to the new combined report system, the ease of implementation of the new

process and forms, and satisfaction with the outcomes of the new process.

Summary and Recommendations:

As an agency, DJJ's mission is "to protect the public and reclaim juveniles

through prevention, community programs, education, and rehabilitative services in the

least restrictive environment possible."3t When considering the process of DJJ staff

consulting with Juvenile Parole Board and Release Authority personnel regarding the

potential release of indeterminately committed juveniles, this mission is best

accomplished by DJJ staffin all relevant divisions working together as a team to

formulate a concrete plan so that the child's transition back home and reintegration into

hislher community can be as seamless as possible with no negative impact on public

safety. This reentry plan and recommendation, supported by all parties after open

discussion and reaching a consensus, should be communicated to the releasing entity

through the submission of a single, unified parole report. Improving a process can be a

time consuming and difficult endeavor, but the result is almost always worth the effort.

Perhaps DJJ's own Director said it best: 'oChange is possible. And that's true for our

troubled juveniles. It's true for our communities. It's true for our staff. It's true for our

juvenile justice systems and agencies. Change is possible for those who have the courage

to innovate. Go make it happen."32

" SCDU Annual Accountability Report, Fiscal Year 2012-2013, p. 5
32 Barber, "Change is Possible", p. 87
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PURPOSE: To define the composition, structure and the duties and responsibilities of
the members and staff of the South Carolina Board of Juvenile paroie (hereinafter
"Board") and the administrative functions and relationships.

POLICY: The composition and structure of the Board is promulgated in South Carolina
Code of Laws 1976, as amended (hereinafter all references to "sections" shall be
construed to referto South Carolina Code of Laws 1976, as amended). The members
and staff have clearly defined duties and responsibilities as mandated bv law.

;EDURE

BOARD MEMBERSHIP

A. STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

2.

3.

4.

1. The Board is the releasing authority for juvenires committed by the
family courts to the south carolina Department of Juvenile Justice
(hereinafter "DJJ") for indeterminate sentences in accordance with,
section 63-19-1810 and 63-19-1820, as amended by Act 30g of
2006 and further amended by Act s of 2oo7. The Board
determines the release and revocation of release of juveniles
indeterminately committed to DJJ after March 31, 2oo7 for all
felonies, violations of probation and parole for all felonies and for
offenses identified in 63-19-1810 as amended by Act 30g of 2006.
Act 309 of 2006 as further amended by Act s of 2007, designates
the Board as the release authority for Assaurt and Battery of - uign
and Aggravated Nature and Assault with Intent to Kill and violations
of probation and parole for those offenses.
The Board's releasing authority continues regardless of a juvenile's
transfer to the south carolina Department of corrections
(hereinafter "SCDC") pursuant to Section 63-19-1440.
The Board continues to be the releasing authority for juveniles
transferred to other state agencies, such as the south carolina
Department of Mental Health (hereinafter "DMH"), pursuant to
Section 63-19-1450.
DJJ is charged with the responsibility of providing the budgetary,
fiscal, personnel, and training information resources and- other
support considered necessary by the Board to perform its
mandated functions as set forth in Section 63-19-1940.

APPOINTMENT
Pursuant to section 63-19-610(A) as amended, the Board is composed of
seven (7) members appointed by the Governor with the advice and
consent of the Senate. ln making these appointments, the Governor shall
select members who are representative of the racial, gender, and
geographical diversity of the State. lf a vacancy occurs on the parole
board when the senate is not in session, the Governor may appoint a
member to fill the vacancy and the appointee is a de facto member until
the Senate acts upon the appointment.

B.
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c.

A full term is four years and members may not be re-appointed to the
Board until two years after the expiration of a full four-year term.

REMOVAL
Pursuant to section 63-19-620, a Board member shall be subject to
removal by the Governor pursuant to Section 1-g-240(c). Members may
appeal his/her removal in accordance with Section 1-3-250.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
1. The chairperson, vice chairperson and secretary of the Board

shall be elected annually during the month of June by majority vote
of the membership and shall assume duties of the office on Jury 1.

2. section 63-19-630, prohibits the chairperson from serving
consecutive terms.

3. In the event the Chairperson resigns or is unable to serve out the
term, the Vice Chairperson shall act as Chairperson for the
remainder of the term.

4. ln the event that, for any reason, the Vice chairperson or secretary
shall be unable to serve or wishes to be relieved of duties, a special
election shall be held at the next scheduled business meeting to
elect replacements.

COMPENSATION AND PER DIEM
1. Section 63-19-650 Members of the Board of Juvenile Parole shall

receive compensation in an amount provided by the General
Assembly in the annual general appropriations act.

2. Board members' shall be compensated in the same amount and
manner as the SC Board of Paroles and Pardons.

a) Should a Board member have a conflict in schedule and
not remain at the hearings until the end of business, the
members compensation will be pro-rated for the number of
hours business was conducted for that day.

Members of the Board are entitled to per diem in the amount of
Thirty-five Dollars ($35.00) for each day official Board business is
conducted.
Board members are encouraged to attend training rerated to
Juvenile Justice, Parole and Aftercare. Requests to attend training
should be made to the chairperson in advance. The chairperson is
responsible for monitoring the travel portion of the budget and is
authorized to approve Board members travel requests for training
purposes. Administrative staff shall assist in travel arrangements
and reimbursements. State regulations require supporting
documentation (e.9. agenda, brochures, etc.).
Hotel stay will coincide with the number of days worked unless
othenryise approved by the Board Chairperson.

D.

E.

3.

4.

5.
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Submitted by:
Director of Parole

Approved by:
Chairperson
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II. DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF BOARD MEMBERS

OFFICERS
1. Chairperson

The chairperson shall a) preside at full Board hearings and
business meetings and chair an assigned panel; b) appoint an
acting Vice chairperson or secretary in the event the respective
officer is absent; c) work with the Director to deverop and
implement parole guidelines to be assigned to juvenires and a
periodic review schedule of the records and progress of juveniles;
d) work with the Director to assign members to paners consisting of
at least three members each and schedule annual and quarterly
business meetings and other business meetings as necessary; e)
communicate with the Director on behalf of the Board on matters
relating to the management of the parole process; f) review appeals
submitted by juveniles to determine appropriateness for review by
the Board; g) assign members to a committee, appoint a chair and
serve as an ex officio member of each committee; h) meet at least
monthly with the Director and supervisory staff members and meet
with other staff members as necessary; i) approve ail speciar
reviews of cases outside the regular review cycle and j) prepare
and review the Director's annual performance rating in June of
each year at the end of the Chairperson's term.
Vice Chairperson
The Vice chairperson shall a) in the temporary absence of the
Chairperson, assume the duties of the chairperson; b) serve as
chairperson of an assigned panel; and c) assist the chairperson as
needed, such as chairing committees on major projects.
Secretary
The secretary shall a) ensure that proper minutes of business
meetings and official decisions and accurate taped or transcribed
records of all proceedings are maintained and that these records
are retained for an appropriate length of time; b) in the temporary
absence of the chairperson and Vice chairperson, assume the
duties of the chairperson; and c) through the Director be
responsible for the updating and maintenance of all copies of the
policy and procedure manual.

A.

2.

3.
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GENERAL
All members shall be responsible for a) the careful review of each case
before the scheduled hearing date; b) attending all scheduled hearings of
the full Board and/or panels and business meetings or notifying the
Chairperson through the Director if circumstances prohibit attendance; c)
deciding all matters of conditional, temporary and unconditional releases,
revocations and rescissions, requests for status/rule changes, and
appeals and ensuring information regarding such decisions is furnished to
DJJ; d) attending monthly meetings with designated staff to assure
effective communication on all matters relating to the operation of the
parole process as well as the overall juvenile justice system; e) visiting
one or more institutions and a representative sample of the community
facilities in their district at least annually, specifically for the purpose of
meeting with community staff to exchange information; and f) maintaining
regular liaison with appropriate legislative committees during at least each
regular session of the legislature for the purpose of offering advice and
opinions on appropriate legislative matters.

TRAINING
1. The Director shall prepare and maintain on an annual basis a

training manual outlining orientation and annual training. A log will
be maintained which captures accumulated training hours for audit
purposes and will be provided to the Board members at each
quarterly business meeting.
The Director shall develop a core curriculum/initial orientation which
Board members shall receive prior to assuming his/her duties.
Board members shall receive a minimum of eight (B) hours of
relevant training and education annually in addition to
adm in istrative staff meetings.
Travel and/or other expenses associated with Board training shall
require prior approval as setforth in E.5.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

B.

c.

2.

3.

4.

Approved by:
Ghairperson Date
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III. ADMINISTRATIVE FUNCTIONS

A.

B.

PARLIAMENTARY PROCEDURE
The Board shall adhere to the authoritative statement of parliamentary law
as set forth in Robert's Rules of Order as a basic guide to fair and orderly
procedure in all meetings and hearings, unless otherwise specified herein.

BUSINESS AND OTHER MEETINGS
1. Quarterly meetings shall be held for the purpose of conducting

general business. These meetings shall be published with the
exception of executive sessions.

2. The Chairperson may call a special meeting of the Board as
deemed necessary.

3. An annual meeting shall be held in July to review, update and
approve policy and procedure, establish goals and objectives,
assess education and training needs of Board members and staff,
and review and revise the organizational chart and staff position
descriptions, as necessary. The Chairperson shall, during this
meeting, encourage the Board to continue to pursue goals to
ensure the efficient operation of the parole process, to stay abreast
of the changing community philosophy regarding parole and the
juvenile justice system and to review Board policy and procedure.

4. The Board members shall meet with the entire staff on an annual
basis to discuss needs and share information.

5. The agenda and any necessary material(s) for the quarterly and
annual business meetings shall be mailed to the Board members at
least one week before the date of the meeting.

6. The DJJ Director and/or designee shall be informed of each
quarterly and annual business meeting and training sessions and
shall, upon request, be placed on the agenda.

STANDING COMMITTEES
1. Budqet Committee

This committee shall meet periodically and be responsible for a)
reviewing the budget on a monthly basis; b) approving all transfer
of funds within the budget; c) working with the Director to prepare
fiscal year budget requests and; d) presenting a budget report at
each business meeting.

2. Policv and Procedures/Guideline Committee
This committee shall meet periodically and be responsible for a)
maintaining policy and procedure manual; b) ensuring that the
manual is appropriately distributed; c) conducting periodic reviews
of policies and procedures; d) making recommendations to the
Board for proposed policy changes, e) assisting the Director with
providing training on policies and procedures for new Board
members, f) periodic reviews of guidelines; g) approving
assignment of criminal offenses to appropriate categories and; h)
making category changes.

c.
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3. Leoislative Committee
This committee shall meet periodically and be responsible for
providing updated information to the Board members regarding any
proposed or new legislation which may have an effect on the parole
process.

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
The Director shall maintain a written description and an organizational
chart that accurately reflects the structure of authority, responsibility, and
accountability of members of the Board as well as the staff. The
organizational chart shall be reviewed by the Board annually and updated
and distributed as necessary by the Director.

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION AND RESEARCH
1. The Chairperson shall review all research designs prior to the start

of research.
2. The Board shall permit, encourage, and utilize internal research as

well as research conducted by outside professionals.
3. The Board and designated staff shall participate with researchers in

deciding which questions should be addressed, which data should
be gathered, and how that data should be presented.

4. when approving projects by researchers, the Board shall ensure
the privacy and interests of juveniles and other parties for the cases
under study. Research shall be disseminated only to authorized
persons from a controlled distribution list.

LEGAL MATTERS
1. The DJJ legal counsel is available to the Board to meet the Board's

requirements in policy formulation, to advise in individual cases,
and to represent the Board when required before courts and other
appropriate bodies. However, should conflict arise, the staff of the
south carolina Attorney General's office shail assist the Board.

2. In the event that a Board member, or former Board member, is
sued for matters relating to the official performance of his/her duty
as a Board member, the Board member shall immediately notify the
Director. The Director shall be responsible for notifying the Attorney
General's office and the Insurance Reserve Fund. A copy of all
papers and pleadings shall be forwarded to the Director who shall
in turn forward them to the Attorney General or other retained legal
counsel. The Director shall keep the Board members informed as
to the progress of any such proceedings and set up periodic
meetings for the Board with the Attorney General or assigned
attorney as necessary.

3. There shall be no public discussions of regal actions by Board
members while court action is pending.

D.

E.

F.
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COMMUNIGATIONS: PUBLIG AND MEDTA RELATTONS
1. The Board is committed to informing the public and the media of

events within its area of responsibility subject to the confidentiality
and freedom of information laws of the state and federal
governments.

2. The Chairperson shall serve as the official spokesperson for the
Board and is the only individual authorized to speak with the media
on behalf of the Board.

3. The Chairperson is the sole source for news releases issued on
behalf of the Board and shall always express views consistent with
statutory authority and Board approved action.

4. The Director shall be the contact person for requests for
information. All requests shall be submitted in written form to the
Director.

RECORDS MANAGEMENT: RETENTION AND DtSpOStTtON OF
AGENCY RECORDS
The Board will maintain a program for the retention and disposition of
records in accordance with laws and regulations as set forth in Title 30 of
the code of Laws of South Carolina, 1976, which mandates that state
agencies establish and maintain an active, continuing program of records
management consistent with the S. C. Department of Archives and
History (scDAH) procedures. The Board has adopted DJJ's retention
schedule for General administrative records. Any specific Juvenile Parole
Board retention schedules that have been approved by SCDAH will be on
file with DJJ's Records Manager and also included in the Juvenile Parole
Board's related forms and attachments section.

Submifted by:
Director of Parole Date

G.

H.

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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IV. PAROLE STAFF

EMPLOYMENT
Pursuant to Section 63-19-1840, the Board employs a Director and other
staff necessary to carry out the duties of parole examinations,
revocation/rescission hearings and victim assistance. The parole staff is
employed by the Board and is direcfly responsible to the Board both
administratively and operationally.

Agency staff desiring to be rehired in their current position upon
completion of the TERI program must apply for the position. positions are
to be posted internally through DJJ's office of Human Resources.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITTES
1. The entire staff is responsible for seeing that information regarding

juveniles, juvenile justice issues and victim issues are presehted to
the Board, in a timely manner sufficient to carry out their prescribed
duties, to include being present and punctual on each day of
hearings and providing whatever assistance is necessary to ensure
the smooth operation of the parole process.
supervisory staff shall a) be responsible for conducting meetings at
least once a month with staff to assure effective communication on
all matters relating to the operation of the parole process and the
overall juvenile justice system; b) conduct a review of policy and
procedure at the end of each fiscal year; and c) maintain standard
operating procedures and conduct a review of these procedures at
the end of each fiscal year.
The Director shall a) supervise and provide training for all
supervisory staff; b) ensure that the policies and procedures of the
Board are adhered to and all decisions and orders of the Board are
executed by the appropriate persons; c) ensure appropriate
supervision of staff and share personnel issues with the Board; d)
represent the Board at meetings and other functions; e) manage
budgetary needs; and f) evaluate all training curricurum based on
an annual needs assessment that identifies current training needs
and the development, coordination and updating of training plans,
both initial and continuing, for Board members and staff.
The chief Parole Examiner shall a) supervise and provide training
for all Parole Examiners and ensure that parole Examiners have
coordinated and completed the requisite parole processing for all
iuveniles assigned to their caseload; b) systematically develop
Board reports, parole guidelines and monitor schedures; c) collect
monthly statistical data; and d) ensure parole Examiners monitor
agency data base(s) and maintain accurate and up to date case
files.
The Hearing Officer shall a) schedule, with appropriate
notifications, and conduct preliminary and final rescission and
revocation hearings; b) coordinate and maintain the pending
placement caseload until placement is secured and the conditional

A.

B.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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release is finalized; c) present Requests for change of parote
Status or Special Conditions to the Board and post-action follow-up;
and d) assist the Director with compliance with training and other
accreditation standards when requested.

6. The Victim service coordinator shail a) maintain appropriate
contact with victims regarding parole and revocation/rescission
hearings; b) ensure that victim opposition is communicated to the
Board; c) notify victims of developments concerning juvenile
offenders when appropriate; d) coordinate victims' appearances
before the Board and present information on their behalf when
necessary; and e) cases when restitution has not been determined,
coordinate and communicate with appropriate entities to document
restitution.

7. The Administrative Coordinator shall a) perform all administrative
duties; b) compute guidelines; and c) assist the Director.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The Director shall be notified of any apparent or potential conflict of
interest that may exist with any staff member and a particular case. lf in
the opinion of the Director, a real or potential conflict exists, another staff
member will be assigned to the case.

TRAINING FOR STAFF
1. The Director shall prepare and maintain on an annual basis a

training manual outlining orientation and annual training for staff. A
log will be maintained by staff that captures accumullted training
hours for audit purposes. At the end of the fiscal year, the Director
will combine these logs into a master log.

2. All staff administrative staff shall receive a minimum of sixteen (16)
hours of relevant training and education annually. All part{ime staff
working less than fofty (a0) hours per week shall receive training
appropriate to their assignments. All other staff shall receive forty
(40) hours of initial orientation training; prior to assuming his/her
duties; and a minimum of forty (40) hours of relevant training and
education annually in addition to administrative staff meetings.3. During periods when training requirements are suspendeJ due to
budgetary constraints, the Director will schedule abbreviated
training during lunch of a Board hearing day.

Submitted by:

c.

D.

Director of Parole Date

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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PURPOSE: To establish procedures for parole examination which ensure compliance
with statutory and accreditation* requirements for establishing guidelines, periodic
reviews, types and duration of releases and conditions of parole.

POLIGY: Guidelines shall be set and uniform, equitable and just parameters
established which guide release considerations, as well as conditions and duration of
parole. Parole processing data shall be accurate, current and properly disclosed at
hearings which are conducted in a timely and orderly manner. The decisions regarding
parole shall be conveyed expeditiously to the appropriate parties.

PAROLE EXAMINATION

GUIDELINES

A. OFFENSE CATEGORIES
Offenses are assigned to categories XX, X, l, ll, lll, lV, V and Vl (Exhibit
P-1). lf the category of an offense is not clear or has not been determined,
the Director will present to the Board at its next regularly scheduled
meeting a recommendation that is compatible with offenses currently
categorized. The Board will determine the appropriate category and the
Director will notify DJJ of the categorization.

B. GUIDELINE RANGES AND COMMENCEMENT
Guideline ranges are established for each category as set forth in Exhibit
P-1. Guidelines commence on the date of commitment which is the date
the fami[ court judge executes the commitment order except in cases in
which juveniles receive Pre-Dispositional Confinement Credit (hereinafter
PDCC) as set forth in Section 63-19-1440(l) or there are unusual
circumstances related to the commitment date and the juvenile's actual
physical commitment.

The adjusted date of commitment for PDCC cases shall be established by
subtracting the number of days the juvenile spent in pre-dispositional
confinement. Any modification in the quarterly review cycle will be
reflected beginning with the review at the minimum guideline; hearings
subsequent to the minimum guideline will occur quarterly.

The adjusted date of commitment, in cases in which there are unusual
circumstances related to the commitment date and the juvenile's actual
physical commitment, shall be established as the date of the juvenile's
arrival in secure confinement. Any adjustments to the commitment date,
confinement credit and adjudications will be noted on the guideline grid
and examiner summary. The adjusted date of commitment will reflect the
date the juvenile physically arrives at DJJ, and the review cycle will
commence upon the adjusted date of commitment.

The guideline range established herein shall in no manner be interpreted
as a determinate sentence. The Board may release a juvenile prior to,



during or after the range. Consideration of release shall be dependent
upon the factors set forth in policy.
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COMPUTATION
when the commitment order is received, a Parole Guideline Grid and
Computation Sheet is completed to determine the appropriate guideline
range for each juvenile indeterminately committed to DJJ (Exhibit P-2) as
follows:
1. The category of the "most serious adjudication" is established.
2. All other adjudications are categorized and assigned points as

follows: Category Vl = 1, Category V = 2, Category lV = 3,
Category lll = 5, CategoU ll = 8, Category | = 15, Categor! X =
21, Category XX = 25

3. The total points of all other adjudications are converted as follows:
14=0
5-8=1
9-13 = 2
14-18 = 3
19-23 = 4
24-28 = 5
29-over = 6

The conversion correlates to the appropriate vertical column containing
the guideline range for the assigned offense category. offense(s)
committed by juveniles in jurisdictions outside of South Carolina are not
scored in the computation of a juvenile's guideline range. However, these
offense(s) shall be noted on the Parole Examiner summary.

VERIFICATION
All computations of guidelines shall be completed by the administrative
staff and verified by the Director or designated parole staff.

ADJUDICATIONS FOR PENDING AND SUBSEQUENT OFFENSES
Guidelines are re-calculated when juveniles who are currently committed
have pending or subsequent offenses that are adjudicated during the
juvenile's current commitment. A pending offense is defined as an offense
that was committed prior to the juvenile's current commitment and is
disposed of by the Family court during the current commitment. A
subsequent offense is defined as an offense committed during the
juvenile's current commitment and disposed of by the Family Court during
the juvenile's current commitment.
1. Adiudications of Pendins Offenses

The guideline range is computed as set forth in section l.c. above.
The date of commitment does not change. lt remains as
established by the original commitment order.

2. Adiudications of subsequent cateqorv XX, X. l. ll and Loss of Life
Offenses
When a currently committed juvenib is adjudicated for a
subsequent offense, this is referred to as a "re-commitment." The
guideline range is computed as set forth in section LC. above
taking into consideration both the current committing offense(s) and
the re-committing offense(s). The date of commitment is re-
established as the date of the subsequent commitment order. The
category will be determined by the most serious offense.

c.

D.

E.
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3. Adjudications of Subseouent Cateqorv lll (excludinq loss of life). lV
and V Offenses
The guideline range is computed as set forth in Section l.C. above
and applies as follows:
a) lf the subsequent offense would resurt in the juvenile's

guidelines increasing from the current guideline range, then the
guideline range shall be increased but the commitment date will
remain the same.

b) lf the subsequent offense would not result in the juvenile's
guidelines increasing then the guideline range for the
commitment offense shall be added to the current guideline
range with the commitment date remaining the same. lf the
juvenile is subsequently committed for more than one offense,
the guideline range for the most serious offense will be added to
the current guideline range.

c) The category will be determined by the most serious offense.

Guidelines are re-calculated when juveniles who are currently committed
and have pending or subsequent offenses that are adjudicated during the
juvenile's commitment resulting in a concurrent determinate sentence.
However, the offense is scored as an associated adjudication and the date
of commitment does not change.

Guidelines are not re-calculated when juveniles who are currenfly
committed and have pending or subsequent offenses that are adjudicated
during the juvenile's current commitment resulting in a consecutive
determinate sentence.

Guidelines are recalculated when a juvenile is committed for Escape
pursuant to Section 24-13410. The sentence is to be served consecutive
to the original and to other sentences previously imposed. ln the
calculation of the new guideline range, the date of release from the
previous commitment(s) will serve as the date of commitment.

VIOLATION OF PROBATION GUIDELINES
Guidelines for violation of probation shall be scored with the category
being established by identifying the most serious offense for which the
juvenile was on probation at the time of the commitment. The range shall
be computed in the same manner as set forth above.

VIOLATION OF PAROLE GUIDELINES
1. lt is the responsibility of the Hearing Officer, after consultation with

the aftercare provider, and following the preriminary hearing, to
present a recommendation of a guideline range to the Board at the
juvenile's revocation hearing. Guidelines for violation of parole
shall be established in one of the following ranges: 3 - 6 months; 6
- 12 months: or 12 - 18 months.

F.

G.
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2. The Hearing Officer's recommendation shall take into consideration
the following:
a) The category of offense for which the juvenile was originaily

committed assigning a baseline guideline range of 3 - 6 months
for Category lll, lV, V, Vl offenses and O - 12 months basehne
range for Category XX, X, l, ll offenses.

b) The particular condition(s) violated and the seriousness of those
violations allowing for aggravating circumstances to trigger an
increase in range for all categories and mitigating circumstances
in Categories XX, X, I and ll to trigger a decrease in range.

3. The Board shall consider the recommendation of the Hearing
Officer and establish the guidelines at the revocation hearing. Pre-
dispositional confinement credit is not applicable in revocation
cases.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

O Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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II. PROCESSING AND SCHEDULING

A. INSPECTION AND REVIEW OF JUVENILE RECORDS
1 . Pursuant to Section 63-19-1820 as amended, the Board shall make

periodic inspections, at least quarterly, of the records of juvenites
committed by the family courts to the custody of DJJ for
indeterminate commitments. The review of cases subject to Section
63-19-1440(l) will meet the requirements of this statute.

2. Juveniles committed for Category lll, lV, V and Vl offenses will
receive a full review quarterly. Juveniles committed for category
xx, x, l, and ll offenses will receive a record review quarterry and a
full review in accordance with the following schedule:

Guidelines Reviews
9, 18, 27 , 33,36 and quarterly thereafter
9, 15, 21, 24 and quarterly thereafter
9, 15, 18 and quarterly thereafter
9, 12,15 and quarterly thereafier

12-18 6,9, 12 and quarterly thereafter
cases subject to section 63-19-1440(l) wiil foilow the same
schedule referenced above until the hearing at the minimum
guideline. Pre-Dispositional confinement credit resulting in a
change in guidelines is reflected by changing the minimum review
date.

3. Alljuveniles shall receive a full review with appearance rights at the
minimum guideline and quarterly thereafter. Parole revocation
cases shall be reviewed quarterly regardless of the range.

4. The records of juveniles transferred from DJJ to the scDC, as set
forth in Section 63-19-1440, or to other state agencies for treatment
of mental disabilities, pursuant to section 63-19-1450, shall
continue to be reviewed by the Board in accordance with the
schedule set forth above uniil the juvenile is released or reaches
twenty-one (211years of age, whichever first occurs.

5. A special review is defined as "a review of a juvenile's case by the
Juvenile Parole Board at any time other than the juvenile's
scheduled review cycfe." A request for a special review must be
submitted in writing within five (5) days following distribution of the
Board list for the month the review is requested. The chairperson,
or Chairperson's designee, shall approve all such requests.

INITIAL PROCESSING
1. The DJJ aftercare provider assigned to supervise the juvenile, in

. conjunction with the intake staff, submits an initial report in the- 
format outlined in Exhibit P-3 to the designated parole staff within
five (5) working days after commitment. rn describing the facts of
the committing delinquent act(s), only official law enforcement
and/or court documents are to be used. Specific information that
mitigates or aggravates the delinquent act(s) shall be included.
Placement plans for the juvenile should be initiated immediately
upon the juvenile's commitment to the institution.

36-54
2448
18-36
15-24

B.
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Designated parole staff meets with newly committed juveniles on a
regular basis to explain guidelines and the parole process.
Juveniles will be given a copy of the Parole Guideline Grid and
Parole Guideline computation sheet. The designated parole staff
shall explain certain rights to juveniles regarding the hearing and
have juveniles sign an Acknowledgment of Rights Before Attaining
Minimum Guideline (Exhibit Pa). Juveniles shall be given a copy
of this acknowledgement.
A copy of the Parole Guideline Grid and parore Guiderine
computation sheet shall be forwarded to the appropriate DJJ
personnelwithin five (5) working days.
within seven (7) days of receipt of new commitment information,
designated parole staff shall a) process commitment packets to
include Examiner Summary (Exhibit P-5), court history (Form 5),
juvenile's guidelines, commitment order, DJJ psychosocial
evaluation and most recent psychological; b) send a letter to the
iuvenile's parents or guardians informing them of parole guidelines,
Board appearances, and review schedule; and c) notify the
Department of social services in writing of a DSs crient's
commitment, guidelines and dates of Board reviews.

5. The Hearing Officer shall explain the hearing process to juveniles
awaiting revocation/rescission hearings. lf the juvenile's parole is
revoked a new commitment packet is submitted. lf the release is
rescinded the juvenile will return to the regular review cycle.

6. lf a juvenile requires assistance in understanding the parole
process due to physical or mental handicaps or language barriers,
the Parole Examiner, through the Director, shail arrange for
assistance to be provided by qualified personnel working within the
juvenile's problem arca. lf necessary, the cost of such services
shall be negotiated with DJJ and other appropriate agencies or
organizations.

CASELOAD ORGANIZATION
1. Designated parole staff shall maintain an administrative grid which

reflects correct name, county, date of commitment, guidelines and
schedule of Board reviews.

2. Juveniles committed for revocation of parore shall appear on the
administrative grid and be scheduled for reviews using the date of
the action as the date of commitment.

3. Names of the juveniles released by the Board shatl be deleted from
the administrative grid with the exception of cases involved in a
pending status.

4. Designated parole staff shall prepare the monthly Board list from
the administrative grid.

2.

3.

4.

c.
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D. REPORTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. section 63-19-1840 requires DJJ to provide information and

support considered necessary by the Board to perform its
mandated functions. The Board considers it necessary that
appropriate DJJ staff, or DJJ private provider staff, complete and
submit, in a timely manner, accurate and informative monthly
reports for juveniles being reviewed. This responsibility shifts to
scDc, DMH or any other agency to which an indeterminately
committed juvenile, for whom the Board is the releasing authority,
may subsequently transfer. Board reports submitted for juveniles
who are transferred, furloughed or on escape status shalr be
consistent with juveniles who are not on such status.
Reports shall be submitted from the appropriate treatment provider
in the institution where the juvenile is located. The DJJ social
worker shall complete a report in the format ouflined in Exhibit p€.
The treatment provider at the wilderness programs shall complete a
report in the format outlined in Exhibit P-7. The DMH treatment
provider shall complete a report in the format ouflined in Exhibit p-
8. The scDC treatment provider shall complete a report in the
format outlined in Exhibit P-9.
The DJJ aftercare provider assigned to supervise the juvenile shall
submit a report as outlined in Exhibit p-iO. This reporting is
required for all juveniles in the DJJ long-term institutions and
wilderness programs or other private providers, as well ?s,
subclass juveniles who may have transferred to DMH or DDSN.
Pursuant to section 63-19-1840, the report must incrude updated
information regarding placement plans following release.
The DJJ guidance counselor at the school where the juvenile is
attending classes shall submit a report in the format ouflined in
Exhibit P-i1.
All reports, with the exception of scDc reports, shourd incrude a
recommendation with regard to release. Placement should not
interfere with recommending release of a juvenire. rt is not
sufficient justification for a recommendation for rerease to be
withheld by any recommending party for the sote reason that a
juvenile has not reached the minimum guideline date.
The Parole Examiner shall complete the Examiner summary (see
Exhibit P-5) outlining the details of the offense(s) committed and
denoting aggravating and mitigating circumstances. The summary
shall include the salient issues from the recommending parties.
The Parole Examiner shall notify DSS in writing two (2) weeks prior
to a DSS client's Board review to provide that agency with an
opportunity for input.
Parole staff shall adhere to the internal office schedure as posted.

2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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E.

Submitted by:

F.

INPUT FROM FAMILY COURT JUDGE AND SOLICITOR
It is expected that the aftercare provider shall solicit input from the Family
Court or other sources as required by the court particularly for all Category
XX, X, I and Loss of Life cases if the juvenile will reach minimum guideline
at his/her next scheduled parole hearing. The aftercare provider shall
continue to request this input for each review until the juvenile is released
or transferred to the South Carolina Department of Corrections, unless
otherwise instructed by the Family Court Judge or Solicitor.

PREPARATION FOR BOARD PRESENTATIONS
'1. Parole shall mail and distribute materials for the Board members to

review ten (10) days prior to hearings.
2. when a juvenile is to reach the minimum guiderine at the next

scheduled hearing and thereafter, the Parole Examiner shall review
recommendations with the juvenile prior to the hearings and record
on Acknowledgment of Rights Upon Attaining Minimum Guiderine
(Exhibit P-12) the juvenile's decisions regarding legal
representation and appearance before the Board.

3. The recommending parties shall submit updated information to the
appropriate Parole Examiner by Thursday prior to hearings.

4. Designated parole staff shall submit a list of juveniles appearing
before the Board to the appropriate facilities by 12:00 pM on the
Thursday before hearings.

Director of Parole Date

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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III. REGULATION AND PROTOCOL OF HEARINGS

ORGANIZATION FOR CONDUCTING HEARINGS
1. Hearings may be held as often as necessary to carry out the duties

and functions of the Board, but must be held at least monthry.
usually hearings are scheduled the first Monday and-Tuesday of
each month. Notices of the hearings are released to the media one
week prior to the hearings.
Effective october 2008, the Board shall convene for parote
hearings at the Bill Rogers community connections center at the
south carolina Department of Juvenile Justice in columbia, south
carolina, or at any announced location suitable for such hearings.
The hearings shall be conducted in surroundings that are
comfortable and appropriately furnished to ensure an orderly and
dignified atmosphere.
No video or audio recording of the hearings is allowed by anyone
other than parole staff. DJJ control of contraband policy wiil be
used to further define items as authorized or unauthorized.
All juveniles committed for Categories XX, X, I and Loss of Life
offenses shall be reviewed for parole consideration by the full
Board.

6. All other cases may be reviewed by panels unress otherwise
designated by the Board. A panel shall consist of any three or
more members of the Board as assigned by the chairperson and
the Director. To the extent possible, panels shall be balanced to be
represented by both race and gender. The chairperson and the
Director shall rotate membership on panels and shall arrange for a
member to substitute for any member who cannot be present at a
panel meeting to ensure a panel has at least three members.

7. The Board shall permit arguments and appearances by counsel
and other representatives of a juvenile when considering cases of
parole and revocation/rescission but may, in its discretion, limit the
duration and scope of such presentations.

8. All hearings shall be presided over by the chairperson, Vice
Chairperson, Secretary, or the presiding person's designee.

9. As set forth in section 63-19-030, six (6) members of the Board
shall constitute a quorum to conduct business of the full Board.

10. To protect the confidentiality of the juvenile's records, all hearings
are considered closed to the public unless otherwise authorized by
an affirmative vote of the Board.

FORMAT FOR HEARINGS
The parole hearings shall be conducted in a formal manner, and a record
of the proceedings will be maintained via an electronic recording for a
period of five (5) years to ensure verification of Board action and variables
considered in the Board's deliberation. The hearings shall proceed as
follows:
1. The Parole Examiner shall identify the juvenile's name and agenda

number with special note of written documents submitted in behalf of
or against parole.

A.

2.

3.

4.

5.

B.
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The Parole Examiner presents the juvenile's case to the Board,
unless instructed otherwise by the Board.
The juvenile enters the proceedings alone or accompanied by the
family and other representatives.
The juvenile's attorney, if any, presents his/her case for parole.
The juvenile is given an opportunity to make a statement to the
Board, and/or present letters or other documents.
The juvenile's representatives, including family and others, are
given an opportunity to make a statement.
Members of the Board may ask questions of the juvenile and
representatives.
The juvenile and representatives are excused from the hearing
room; the attorney may remain unless he/she desires to be
excused.
lf there are persons in opposition to release, they may present their
statements and documents at this time. Attorneys shall not direcfly
question a victim; but shall proffer any questions they may wish to
pose to a victim to the chairperson. The chairperson shall decide
whether the question posed shall be asked of and answered by the
victim.
The Board shall excuse those in opposition from the hearing room
to discuss the case and to reach a decision.

11. During deliberations, the attorneys shall be excused from the
hearing room unless the Board allows the attorney to remain.

12. whenever a case is carried over from a panel for full Board
consideration, the Parole Examiner will arrange for the juvenile to
appear again, if appropriate, and will have packets ready for the full
Board.

13. The juvenile is informed of the final decision of the Board as soon
as practical following the hearing.

PROTOCOL FOR HEARINGS
1. Persons other than legal counsel for the juvenile, the juvenile

himself, parents or guardians, staff and the victim have a limited
right to appear before the Board. All such persons shail undergo
reasonable metal detection process.

2. The Board, through the Director, has the authority to rimit
appearances to ensure security and an orderly parole process.

3. Individuals are not to participate in the hearing proceedings unless
addressed by the Board. The Board may request that any or arl
persons leave the hearing room any time during the hearing.

4. Confidential information will only be discussed before persons who
have a right and a need to know.
Any individual may be excluded from the parole hearing upon
affirmative action of the Board, for good and sufficient reason.
No person identified by this section appearing for or against parore
of a juvenile shall remain in the hearing room during deliberations
of the Board. Exceptions are limited to an individuar basis by
affirmative action of the Board.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

c.

5.

6.
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Persons are not permitted to enter or leave the hearing room during
a case proceeding, unless permitted to do so by the Board.
With the exception of the committed juvenile, no one under the age
of fourteen (14) shall be allowed to attend or participate in hearings.
Exceptions are limited to an individual basis by affirmative action of
the Board.

REQUIRED VOTE TO GRANT RELEASE
1. A majority vote of those in attendance at full Board is required to

grant parole or revoke/rescind parole. Votes in cases heard by the
full Board are cast by a show of hands.
A unanimous vote of a panel is required to grant parole.
Any unanimous vote of the panel shall be considered the final
decision of the Board subject to appeal rights.
Any vote of the panel that is not unanimous shall be referred to the
full Board for consideration and action.
The vote of the Board shall be recorded. Any member of the Board
voting in the minority may specifically request that his/her vote be
recorded as such and may give reasons for voting in the minority.
A Board member who will be absent from a hearing may not vote in
absentia.

RECONSIDERATION
By the close of the business day in which the hearing was held and the
original decision rendered, and upon proper motion for reconsideration,
the Board may reconsider a release decision.

PRESENCE OF THE JUVENILE AT HEARINGS
1. A juvenile who has not met the minimum guideline shall not have

the right to personally appear before the Board. However, the
Board may instruct the Director, preferably with twenty-four (24)
hours notice, to provide the juvenile the opportunity to appear
before the Board. The Board has the authority to require any
juvenile to appear before the Board at any time.

2. A juvenile who has met the minimum guideline may personally
appear before the Board to present reasons why he/she should be
paroled and to present reasons why specific conditions of release
should or should not be imposed. However, such a right may be
limited or denied, following notification and subject to approval by
the Director, if at the time of the scheduled hearing, the juvenile is:
a) staffed into a lock-up facility or on lock-up status at the time of
the scheduled hearing for committing an offense identified as a
major incident code which includes, but may not be limited to,
creating a health, safety, or fire hazard; possession of contraband;
sexual misconduct; sexual assault; assault and battery; complicity;
indecent exposure; inciting or creating a disturbance of
institutional/facility operations; inciting a riot; engaging in a riot;

7.

8.

D.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

E.

F.
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escape or attempted/conspiring to escape with or without force;
arson/attempted arson to state andlor private property; possession
of drugs, alcohol, or beverages containing alcohol; under the
influence of narcotic drugs, alcohol or other substances; b) awaiting
a due process hearing or on administrative hold for escape or
attempted/conspiring to escape with or without force; c) charged
with new criminal offense(s) during the past ninety (g0) days; d)
housed in a facility, other than an institutional DJJ facility, and the
caregiver documents that transporting would present a flight risk
and/or juvenile is considered to be a danger to himself/herself or
others.

3. A juvenile's appearance right may be denied when he/she is being
detained in an adult detention center on pending charges for
offense(s) designated as violent per state statute. The denial of
appearance rights can remain in effect until the criminal case is
resolved.

4. Any questions regarding the denial of a juvenile's appearance rights
should be brought to the attention of the Director. The Director has
the authority to deny a juvenile's appearance right should the
juvenile, while awaiting a hearing, display conduct that poses an
immediate danger to himself/herself or others and/or which
interferes with the orderly operation of the Board hearings.

5. The status of the juvenile as a foreign national does not preclude
access to parole consideration. An interpreter will be provided to
overcome any language barriers.

6. The juvenile shall be given adequate opportunity to express his/her
views.

PRESENCE OF PARENTS/GUARDIANS AT HEARINGS
Parents or legal guardians of a juvenile desiring to appear before the
Board shall have the right to appear when the juvenile's case is being
reviewed by the Board at the hearing within three months of the minimum
guideline and all subsequent hearings, unless the Board finds good and
sufficient cause to deny such appearance. At reviews, prior to three
months below minimum, parents and guardians may submit written
information to appropriate parole staff for review by the Board. Should a
juvenile be allowed to appear at any hearing, not noted herein, his/her
parents/legal guardians arc also allowed to appear. parents and
guardians will coordinate their appearance with the appropriate parole
staff.

G.
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H. PRESENCE OF VICTIM AT HEARINGS
1. Victims may appear if they so desire and so indicate prior to the

Board meeting, unless the Board finds good and sufficient cause to
deny their appearance.

2. Victims of crime(s) who attend parole or revocation/rescission
hearings shall be treated with dignity and respect.

3. The victims shall be separated from the juvenile while awaiting
hearing appearances. A specific area shall be designated for
victims. Victims who wish to appear before the Board shail be
escorted to the hearing room in a manner that will cause the least
possibility of confrontation with the juvenile.

4. Parole cases that involve victims will be heard on a priority basis
and to the extent that is practical, at a time convenient to the victim.

5. lf the Board decides to deny parole to a juvenile before hearing
from the victim, the victim shall be notified. lf a victim still desires to
be heard or present documents on the matter, they shall be given a
reasonable amount of time as provided by these policies and
procedures to do so.

6. Victims who have asked to be notified of the hearing results shall
be notified in writing subsequent to the hearing as to the decision of
the Board.

PRESENCE OF OTHERS AT HEARINGS
1. Representatives for the juvenile such as family members other than

parents, employers, ministers, expert witnesses and others shall
have a right to appear when the juvenile's case is being reviewed at
three months below minimum guidelines and then beyond, when it
is shown that they have relevant testimony to offer.

2. Representatives of the state such as judges, solicitors, and law
enforcement officials shall be given the opportunity to appear and
present relevant testimony at any time when a juvenile's case is
being reviewed by the Board.

3. Recommending parties may request to appear before the Board by
submitting a written request through the Director one week in
advance of the hearing. The request should include a statement
providing reasons why the information to be conveyed to the Board
could not be included in the written report format.

4. The media, upon the affirmative action of the Board, may attend a
parole hearing if the juvenile's commitment hearing was open to the
public. However, such attendance shall be limited to those portions
of the hearing that do not reveal confidential case information.

5. other parties must seek approval from the Board, through the
Director, before observing any parole hearings.
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J. ABSTENTION OF A BOARD MEMBER
1. A Board member must disqualify himself/herself from hearing or

participating in the discussion of a case if he/she a) has a personal
involvement in the case; b) has an interest in the case which would
effect his/her objectivity; or c) could in any way benefit from the
outcome of a case.

2. The record of the hearing should reflect the abstention.
3. For panel hearings, the Board member should indicate such conflict

to the chairperson prior to the hearing. The chairperson sharl
replace the member with a different member to complete the panel,
or refer the case to the full Board as appropriate.

4. Each Board member is responsible to raise the issue of his/her
disqualification.

ATTORNEYS
Juveniles are permitted to have legal representation when appearing for a
parole or revocation/rescission hearing. Pursuant to Section 63-19-1830,
funds are allocated to contract for legal assistance for juveniles who desire
this service and cannot personally afford the assistance. The juvenile or
the juvenile's family, acting on the juvenile's behalf, may retain and pay for
the services of a private attorney.

TIME LIMITATIONS/SCOPE OF TESTIMONY
1. The Board, through the chairperson, has the right to limit the rength

and scope of statements made, or testimony given, and to make
determinations and rulings, whether objected to or not, concerning
the relevance of the testimony or statements. In rieu of or in
conjunction with, any oral presentations, the Board may require any
person to present written statements to the Board.

2. Attorneys shall limit their remarks to fifteen (15) minutes and shall
limit the taking of testimony from individual witnesses to five (5)
minutes. However, the attorney may adjust these time limits if the
total time period for presentation does not exceed twenty (20)
minutes. The Board may extend the time to hear all relevant
testimony.

3. Victims shall limit their remarks to a total of fifteen (15) minutes.
The Board may extend the time if it so desires to hear all relevant
testimony.

4. All other persons shall limit their remarks to five (5) minutes unless
extended by the Board.

K.

L.
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PROGRESS REPORTS
A Board member may request progress reports. This report shall be
submitted by the appropriate Parole Examiner and/or Hearing Officer the
month following the request. The Parole Examiner shall submit the most
recent examiner summary at the time the oral progress report is
presented. Progress reports shall be listed as such on the agenda and
shall not be considered an additional case. There will be no formal action
taken on a progress report. The Parole Examiners and the Hearing
officer shall give progress reports when the Board's action is release
pending other requirements. Such reports shall be given until the
circumstances of the pending status are resolved.

CONFIDENTIALITY
1. Section 63-19-2030 establishes the requirement for confidentiality

of juvenile records. Inquiries about an individual case or any other
matter that may pertain to confidential information should be
referred to the Director. lt shall be denoted on all case summaries
that the information contained therein is protected by the
confidentiality laws of the State of South Carolina.
Information concerning victims of juvenile crime is confidential and
shall be treated with the utmost care to ensure that such
information is not disseminated to anyone other than the members
and staff of the Board and, when necessary and appropriate,
agents of other victim services programs and other agency staff.
lnformation obtained during parole hearings should not be
disclosed or discussed directly or indirectly with anyone other than
the members and staff of the Board, and when necessary and
appropriate, other agency staff.

APPEAL PROGESS
1. The granting or denial of parole and the revocation/rescission of

parole, rest solely in the discretion of the Board. However,
provided that the minimum guideline has been met, the juvenile, the
juvenile's parent or legal counsel on behalf of the juvenile, may
request an appeal of denial of parole or revocation/rescission of
parole by completing a Notice of Appeal (Exhibit P-13). This
appeal must be completed and forwarded to the Director within
fourteen (14) days following the hearing. The Director at his/her
discretion may waive the fourteen (14) day deadline.
The Chairperson, in consultation with the Director, shall decide
whether there exists sufficient cause to grant a hearing on the
appeal. lf a new hearing is granted, the case shall be included on
the agenda and the juvenile may be requested to appear at the
regularly scheduled meeting of the Board.
The Director shall notify the juvenile in a timely manner if sufficient
cause was not found to justify a hearing on the appeal.

M.

N.

o.

2.

3.

2.

3.
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Submitted by:
Director of Parole

Approved by:
Ghairpercon Date
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IV. TYPES OF RELEASE. CONDITIONS AND DURATION OF PAROLE

PAROLE DECISION PROCESS
Either the full Board or properly constituted panel is empowered to
conduct parole hearings. The Board, by a majority vote of its membership
present, may grant parole, or the panel, by a unanimous vote, may grant
parole.

FACTORS IN DETERMINING PAROLE
ln all decisions related to the parole process, the Board shall consider the
interests of the juvenile, the victim, the community and the interests of
society as a whole.

TYPES OF RELEASE
1. Conditional Release

Conditional release allows a juvenile to be released into aftercare in
the community under the supervision and authority of the Board
subject to general, and if necessary, specific rules, as established
by the Board, to be adhered to by the juvenile up to his/her twenty-
first (21) birthday. The Board upon granting a conditional release to
juveniles at DJJ and SCDC executes an order attesting to the
release (Exhibit P-14).

2. Unconditional Release
Unconditional release allows a juvenile to be released into the
community but not subject to any supervision or to the authority of
the Board. However, South Carolina law requires adherence to
registration requirements for persons convicted of certain sex
offenses. An order attesting to the unconditional release is
executed by the Board. (See Exhibit P-14).

3. Temporarv Release
Temporary release allows a juvenile to be released to the
community or to an alternative facility for a specific period of time
so designated by the Board. An order attesting to the temporary
release is executed by the Board. (See Exhibit P-14). A temporary
release may be granted; a) to test the viability of the proposed
placement of the juvenile and the readiness of the community to
accept the juvenile on conditional or unconditional release; or b) to
provide the juvenile the opportunity to receive an evaluation and/or
treatment in a residential facility other than a long term correctional
facility. Juveniles who are granted temporary release are subject to
the standard rules of conditional release and any other special
conditions imposed by the Board. Upon expiration of the temporary
release, the juvenile shall be returned to the care and custody of
DJJ unless the Board has granted the juvenile a conditional release
or unconditional release. The term of temporary release, which by
definition is temporary in nature, does not constitute parole and
therefore, rights inherent in the parole process such as due process
are not applicable. Requests for temporary release from DJJ staff
must be submitted to the Board in writing accompanied by specific
reasons.

A.

B.

c.
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D.

2.

acceptance, history of adjudications, progress toward treatment
goals, and appropriate placement.
There is a presumption that a juvenire will not be released before
reaching the minimum guideline date. However, certain factors
may warrant a juvenile's release prior to reaching the minimum
guideline date. Factors which may overcome this presumption
include, but are not limited to, the availability of residential or other
appropriate placement for treatment or other purposes, successful
progress or completion of specialized programs, completion of or
superior progress in treatment or educational goals, or outstanding
institutional behavior. This presumption may be more difficult to
overcome when a juvenile has been committed for a serious and
violent offense.
There is a presumption a juvenile wiil be released upon reaching
the maximum guideline date. However, certain factors may warrant
a juvenile's further incarceration. Factors which may overcome this
presumption include, but are not limited to, serious institutional
misbehavior, serious threat to public safety, rack of progress in
treatment or education, lack of remorse, denial of the committing
offense(s), or release of the juvenile would depreciate th;
seriousness of the delinquent act(s).

3.

E.D OFV GUIDI

2.

serious institutional misbehavior is an act or acts by a juvenile
which cause(s) bodily injury or substantial threat of serioui bodily
injury to a staff member or another juvenire, substantial damage to
or theft of property, or which involves participating in or inciting a
riot or major disturbance. Major viorations of the contrabjnd
regulations such as possession of a weapon or illegal drugs or
alcohol fall within the category. In addition, the escape of a juvLnile
or aiding of another to escape is serious institutional misbehavior.
The aforementioned constitutes a nonexclusive list of examples.
other equally significant acts may also equate to serious
institutional misbehavior.
serious threat to the public safety indicates a juvenile could be
among those who could commit a serious delinquent act resulting
in return to a DJJ institution if parored, or acts of self-harm. Thil
threat must be documented by objective evidence which may
include but is not limited to: a negative psychological evaluation
which shows a future propensity to commit serious delinquent acts,
or acts of self-harm; and/or substantial evidence exists that the
offender will perpetrate an offense against a known person; and/or

The salient factors determining eligibility for release consideration,
include but are not limited to, institutional behavior, community
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3.

poor institutional adjustment with special emphasis on violent major
institutional infractions resulting in assignment to maximum secuiity
units; andlor the current committing category offense is for an
offense in which the victim was injured, or there was an intent to
commit serious bodily harm and there is a prior conviction for an
offense in which a victim was injured, or there was an intent to
commit serious bodily harm; and/or a lack of remorse for the
commission of a category xx, x, I or Loss of Life offense which
indicates a propensity to recommit a crime of that nature; and/or the
juvenile has a history of adjudications in other jurisdictions and if
these offenses had been committed in south carolina, there is a
high probability that the minimum and/or maximum guideline would
have been increased
Release of the juvenile would depreciate the seriousness of the
delinquent act is a reason for not recommending release of a
juvenile once maximum guideline has been achievLd. There are
extraordinary and rare situations when the release or the
application of a presumption to release a juvenile would depreciate
the seriousness of the delinquent act or promote disrespeci for the
law. when using this rationale to recommend against release,
objective information must be used such as: the victim was
particularly vulnerable due to age, infirmity or reduced physical or
mental capacity, which was known or should have been known to
the offender; andlor the victim was treated with particular cruelty;
and/or protracted mental or emotional distress to a victim resulted
from the act; and/or the delinquent juvenire knowingly created a
great risk to more than one person; and/or the court demonstrated
a concern for reentry of this juvenile into the community.
Uniquely superior progress toward treatment or educaiional goals isa reason for releasing a juvenile prior to reaching minimum
guideline. This must be demonstrated by much hore than
successful completion of treatment programs. The juvenile must be
a model the Board would desire for others to emufate. when using
this rationale, objective information must be used, such as: activit!
by which serious injury or death of a person was averted; andtor
academic or vocational achievement was far beyond expectations
established for the juvenile; and/or institutional behavior has been
exhibited which is far beyond expectations established for the
juvenile; and/or substantive evidence, including a positive
psychological, indicates release is warranted due to substantial
demonstrated efforts to find sorutions to personal identified
problems along with a community plan including residential
placement and other community support substantiating probable
successful reentry into the community.

4.
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CONDITIONAL RELEASE PENDING STATUS
1. A juvenile may be conditionally rereased pending other

requirements including, but not limited to, appropriate placement,
residence verification, interstate compact or program comptetion.
The release is effective when the pending status is resolved.2' Designated parole staff shall maintain cumulative lists of juveniles
in pending status and distribute to the Director and appropriate
agencies on a monthly basis.

3. lf a juvenile is released on pending status and that status can not
be resolved within four (4) months following the issuance of the
conditional release pending status, a Request for change of parole
Status/Special Conditions form shall be submitted by ihe Hearing
officer outlining all appropriate arternative options. The Board may
deny the request or approve the request and release the juvenile,
or retain the juvenile on pending status until other options are
presented, or rescind the conditional release and return the juvenile
to a regular review cycle.

PAROLED TO DETAINER
The basis of a detainer shall be determined and the Board may vote to
release a juvenile to another authority for confinement in a different
jurisdiction, or to a detainer for disposition, where appropriate.
1. The Board may release a juvenile to a detainer only. under such

circumstances, should it be discovered that the receiving authority
does not have jurisdiction or the detainer is no longer active/valid, the
release action is vacated and the juvenile remains incarcerated and
on his/her designated review schedule. The Board will be apprised of
this information in the form of a Progress Report at the next scheduled
meeting of the Board.

2. The Board may release a juvenire to a detainer. Under such
circumstances, should it be discovered that the receiving authority
does not have jurisdiction or the detainer is no longer active/valid, the
juvenile is released to his/her parenuregar guardian or approved
placement.

INTERIM BOARD ACTION
When circumstances necessitate interim Board action to grant, rescind, or
vacate release of a juvenile or to modify or clarify the conditions of
release, the Chairperson or designee is empowered to poll the Board
members by telephone or electronic communication. Such action shall be
affirmed at the next regularly scheduled meeting.

CONDITIONS OF PAROLE
1. section 63-19-1850 of the south carorina code of Laws 1g76, as

amended, authorizes the Board to establish the terms, rules, and
conditions of parole.

F.

G.

H.
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a) with the exception of the unconditionar rerease, a release
agreement is attached to the order which requires the juvenile
prior to release from DJJ or scDC to agree in writing to follow
specific standard conditions and any special conditions set
forth in the agreement (Exhibit p-15).

2. The specific standard conditions of parole as set forth in the
conditional and temporary release agreements are as follows:
a) | will obey all laws including but not rimited to, state education

laws, attend school regularly, and obey all school rules and
regulations so as not to be suspended or expelled or will be
gainfully employed.

b) | will not leave the state, change my approved placement,
school or job without the permission of my aftercare provider.

c) | will maintain contact with my aftercare provider while in the
community and will keep all scheduled appointments unless
excused by the aftercare provider.
I will not own, possess, or use any weapons or instruments
which could cause injury to others.
I will not fight or harm other persons.
I will not purchase, possess, or use any illegal drugs or
alcoholic beverages.

g) I agree to submit to urinalysis tests and/or blood tests when
required and agree that the test results may be used as
evidence regarding violations of the conditions of my release.

h) | will keep the curfew set by the aftercare provider and parent
or legal guardian.

i) consistent with sc code section 63-19-1850(4), I will permit
the search or seizure, without a search warrant, with or without
cause, of my person, any vehicle I own or am driving, and any
of my possessions by law enforcement or any person
authorized by law to conduct such a search.

In addition to the standard conditions, the Board may establish
individual or special conditions that it may deem necessary to the
satisfactory adjustment of the juvenile on parole in the community.
Pursuant to Section 63-19-1850, the Board may enforce
participation in restitution, enforce work ordered by the court, and
enforce community programs established or approved by DJJ.
community service hours may be substituted for all or a portion of
restitution at the rate of the minimum wage per hour. The Board
shall not order full payment of restitution in addition to community
service hours.

d)

e)

0

3.

4.

5.
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6. state statute directs the Board to mandate active electronic
monitoring and also authorizes the Board to impose active electronic
monitoring:
a) Pursuant to Section 23-3-540(C), the Board, an agency with

jurisdiction to determine that a vioration of parole has
occurred, is required to order monitoring by the Department
of Probation, Parole, and pardon

b) Pursuant to Section 23-3-540(D), the Board, an agency with
jurisdiction to determine that a violation of parole has
occurred, may order monitoring by the Department of
Probation, Parole, and Pardon Services with an active
electronic monitoring device.

J.

The following is the procedure regarding requests for status changes or
modification of conditions of parole:
1. The aftercare provider, Parole Examiner, or the paroled juvenile

may request that the Board consider an early termination or an
extension of the juvenile's parole or a modification of conditions
based upon the salient factors defined for overcoming parole
guidelines. A Request for change of parole status/special
conditions must be submitted to the Hearing officer (Exhibit p-i6).
The Hearing officer shall present arr requests to the Board for
consideration at the next scheduled hearing.

3. whenever a Request for change of parole status/special
conditions is approved by the Board, the Hearing officer will
complete and forward an original and three copies of an
Amendment to order of conditionar Rerease (Exhibit p-12)
outlining the approved changes to the aftercare provider.

4. The aftercare provider shall certify that the amendment has been
read and explained to the juvenile and have the juvenile verify
his/her understanding of the amendment. The aftercare provider
shall keep a file copy, give the juvenile a copy, and return the
original to the Hearing officer. The original copy shall remain a part
of the juvenile's parole file for the duration of parole

DURATION OF PAROLE
1. Unless othenruise designated by the Board, the terms of parole shall

be in accordance with the following schedule:
Categories Vl and V
Categories lV and lll
Category ll

3 months
6 months
12 months

categories XX, X, I and Loss of Life 24 months (Not to exceed
the 21't birthday)

K.



The terms of parole for re-commitments shall be based on
highest category classification and the terms of parole
revocations shall be based on the original committing offense.
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The aforementioned terms notwithstanding, no period of parole
shall expire unless all restitution and/or community service hours
have been fully satisfied. The Board may consider early
termination or extension of the terms of parore at any time prior to
the juvenile's twenty-first (21't) birthday.
The aftercare provider, the Parole Examiner or the paroled juvenile,
through the aftercare provider, may request that the Board consider
an early termination or extension of the juvenile's parole.
Expirations of parole terms, including statutory expiration, shall be
entered in the DJJ Juvenile Justice Management System by
designated parole staff.
when a juvenile is conditionally released by the Board but has the
remainder of a determinate sentence which must be served, the
term of parole for the release from the indeterminate commitment
shall not commence until the day the juvenire is released from the
determinate commitment, unless the Board orders otherwise.

The status of parole has been granted as a privilege from the Board to the
juvenile to serve a portion of his/her commitment outside the correctional
facility. The paroled juvenile at all times remains under the legal authority
of the Board while on parole and may be returned to custody upon any
violation of the law or upon any violation of his/her conditional release
agreement.

ACCEPTANCE OF CONDITIONS OF RELEASE
Each juvenile granted parole or temporary release shall be given a list of
standard conditions as well as special conditions of parole or temporary
release. All conditions shall be fully explained to the juvenile and the
juvenile shall be given the opportunity to present his/her views w1h regard
to the stated conditions. lf requested by the juvenile, the Parole Examiner
shall communicate any concerns of the juvenile through the Director to the
Chairperson. lf action is necessary, the Chairperson shall bring the matter
before the Board. Any juvenile convicted of certain sex offenles defined
by law who has been granted an unconditional release shall execute a
certification regarding sex offender registry requirements.

the
for

2.

3.

4.

5.

L.

M.
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POST BOARD PROCESSING
A. BOARD ACTION

Parole Examiners shall confirm Board action with the administrative staff.
The final draft of the Board's action must be verified by designated parole
staff. The administrative staff shall distribute the Board's action to
appropriate personnel. Designated parole staff shall enter the Board's
action in the DJJ Juvenile Justice Management System. Parole staff shall
report Board action to the appropriate parties. The institutional social
worker, treatment provider or caseworker is then expected to immediately
notify the juvenile regarding the action of the Board. For all cases at
minimum guideline and beyond the Parole Examiner shall complete a
Rationale for Denial of Parole (Exhibit P-18) with attached Notice of
Appeal (See Exhibit P-13) and forward to the juvenile.

RELEASE DOCUMENTS
Parole Examiners shall explain release documents to paroled juveniles,
have juveniles execute the documents, and forward executed documents
to the appropriate parties. Parole Examiners will notify the Director
immediately if a juvenile is housed in a lock-up facility. Parole Examiners
will not issue release documents to juveniles in a lock-up facility until
instructed to do so by the Director. Designated parole staff shall forward
signed release papers to the appropriate aftercare provider. when a
juvenile is housed outside of the Broad River Road complex, parole
Examiners may arrange for the staff at the facility to explain and execute
the release documents.

REQUIREMENTS OF THE SEXUALLY VIOLENT PREDATOR ACT
(SVPA)
Pursuant to section 44-48-10 et seq., the Board as an agency with
jurisdiction is required to notify and provide information of a juvenile's
release to the authorities in the statute. Designated parole staff shall
organize, prepare and present pertinent information to the multidisciplinary
team and the attorney general.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

B.

c.

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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PURPOSE: To establish guidelines and define due process rights for
revocation/rescission of parole.

POLIGY: The Board believes that a juvenile's liberty interest is a valuable interest which
is within the protection afforded all citizens by the 14th amendment to the United States
Constitution. This interest should not be jeopardized by capricious or indiscriminate
initiation of revocation/rescission proceedings. The taking of this interest calls for the
establishment of an orderly process in which the juvenile is afforded due process rights.

PROGEDURE:
t. DUE PROCESS

A. NOTICE
1. lnitial Notice

At the time of conditional release, juveniles must be given written
notice that violations of the conditions of parole could result in
revocation or institutional misbehavior could result in rescission of
parole.

2. Notice of Alleqed Violation(s)
Upon the initiation of revocation or rescission proceedings,
juveniles must be given written notice of the alleged act(s) that are
the basis for initiation of proceedings (Parole Violation Arrest
Warrant and/or Exhibit R-1).
Notice of Preliminarv Hearino
The juvenile must be given at least three (3) days written notice of
the purpose, time and place of the preliminary hearing. This notice
may be waived by the juvenile. The hearing may be postponed for
good cause or the juvenile may waive the right to the hearing after
being informed of the right to the hearing and consequences
associated with waiving the hearing.
Notice of Revocation or Rescission Hearino
The juvenile shall be given notice of the final revocation or
rescission hearing immediately following the preliminary hearing.

RIGHTS
1. Appearance. Evidence and Representation

a) Juveniles have the right to personally appear and present
relevant witnesses and evidence at all hearings.

b) Juveniles also have the right at all hearings to confront and
cross-examine adverse witnesses. However, upon a specific
finding of good cause, the Hearing Officer and/or designated
parole staff, may disallow such confrontation and cross-
examination.

c) Juveniles may have legal counsel present at both hearings but
free legal assistance will only be provided at the
revocation/rescission heari ng.

3.

4.

B.
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Decision(s)
Juveniles have the right at all times to a neutral and detached
Hearing officer. The Hearing officer at the conclusion of the
hearing shall inform the juvenile whether or not probable cause has
been established, the evidence relied upon, and any action to be
taken.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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DEFINITION AND INITIATION OF PROCESSES

A. SELECTION OF HEARING OFFICER
Due process requires that juveniles have a neutral and detached Hearing
Officer. The Hearing Officer and/or designated parole staff shall notify the
Director of any apparent or potential conflict of interest with a case. lf a
determination is made that a conflict exists, the Director shall designate a
substitute Hearing Officer.

B. RESCISSION
A juvenile's release may be rescinded by the Board if prior to the juvenile's
physical release from the institution, circumstances, including but not
limited to inappropriate conduct within the institutions, necessitate such
action. Institutional staff or parole examination staff shall properly
document misinformation about a detainer or pertinent information that
was not made available to the Parole Board at the time the release
decision was made, shall properly document the inappropriate conduct or
unavailable pertinent information, and shall immediately contact the
Hearing Officer and/or designated parole staff. Crisis and/or counseling
intervention shall be conducted in an effort to avoid rescission of the
juvenile's release.

REVOCATION
A juvenile's parole may be revoked for violations of standard or special
conditions established by the Board. The aftercare provider shall properly
document a juvenile's violation(s) of conditions of parole and contact the
Hearing officer and/or designated parole staff. As an alternative to
revocation, consideration shall be given to community resources,
counseling, and other forms of intervention.

REQUESTING INITIATION OF PROCESS
The aftercare provider, or institutional staff in the case of a rescission, may
initiate the process by obtaining the approval of his/her supervisor, and
then completing and forwarding a Request for Preliminary Hearing (See
Exhibit R-1) along with a copy of the appropriate violation warrant directly
to the Hearing Officer and/or designated parole staff.

c.

D.

Submitted by:

Approved by:

Director of Parole Date
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III. SCHEDULING OF PRELIMINARY HEARINGS

PRELIMINARY HEARINGS
1. lmmediately upon receipt of a Request for preriminary Hearing and

necessary documentation, the Hearing Officer andlor designated
parole staff shall contact the aftercare provider/agent to discuss
scheduling a preliminary hearing.

2. In the rescission process, the preliminary hearing for the juvenile
who has remained incarcerated shall be held within seventy-two
(72) hours of receipt of the request by the Hearing Officer and/or
designated parole staff.

3. ln the revocation process, the preliminary hearing for the juvenile
being held in detention will be held as soon as possible, but no later
than ten (10) working days after receipt of ail necessary paperwork.
The necessary paperwork needed to conduct the preliminary
hearings is as follows: the Request for preriminary Hearing (R-1),
parole violation reports, a copy of the appropriately served parole
Violation Arrest warrant, and a copy of the police incident report
when the parole violation charge is based sorery upon the alleged
commission of a new crime.

NOTIFICATION OF PRELIMINARY HEARINGS
The Hearing Officer and/or designated parole staff or the aftercare
provider shall complete and forward a Notice of preliminary Hearing and
Due Process Rights (Exhibit R-2) to the juvenile as soon as practicable
following the scheduling of the preliminary hearing. The juvenile shall
execute the form acknowledging his/her understanding of the process.

ARREST AND DETENTION PENDING PRELIMINARY HEARINGS
Generally, arrest and detention shall be approveo only wnen tnere is
sufficient reason to believe that probable cause exists that serious and
repeated violations of the conditions of release pose a threat to the safety
and welfare of the public or the juvenile. When parole violation charges
are based upon the alleged commission of a new crime, a parole violation
warrant shall not be issued for purposes of detaining the juvenile unless
there exists reason to believe that the juvenile's presence imposes an
unreasonable risk to public safety or the safety of the juvenile and other
means of detention are unavailable.
1. The submission of a properly approved and executed Request for

Preliminary Hearing shall be justification for the detention of the
juvenile pending notice of a rescission preliminary hearing.

2. In addition to provisions set forth in section 63-19-1960, the
Hearing officer and/or designated parole staff may approve the
issuance of a parole violation warrant which may result in the arrest
and detention of a juvenile pending the preliminary hearing.

PURPOSE ANp LOCATTON OF pRELtMtNARy HEARTNGS
1. The purpose of a preliminary hearing is not to resorve contested

facts, but to determine whether probable cause exists to believe
that a juvenile has committed an act of inappropriate behavior prior

A.

B.

c.

D.
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E.

to actual release or has violated conditions that warrant the
revocation/rescission of parole.

2. The preliminary hearing may be delayed or postponed for good
cause and the juvenile may waive the hearing if first informed of
rights pertaining to the hearing and of the consequences of waiving
the hearing.

3. The preliminary hearing shall be held in or near the community
where the violation is alleged to have occurred or where the
juvenile has been taken into custody.

RIGHT TO COUNSEL
While there is no right to counsel at a preliminary hearing, counsel will be
allowed to be present and to represent the juvenile at the preliminary
hearing, if counsel is retained by, or on the behalf of, the juvenile. lf
neither the juvenile nor his/her parents/guardians can afford to retain
counsel, the juvenile can seek legal assistance from the public defender or
have his/her parents/guardians assist.

ORDER AND PROCESS FOR PRELIMINARY HEARINGS
1. The Hearing officer and/or designated parole staff shail make

every reasonable effort to ensure the juvenile understands the
purpose of the hearing and the nature of the allegations against
him/her.
Testimony and evidence shall be presented and at the conclusion
of the presentation, the Hearing Officer and/or designated parole
staff shall advise the juvenile and other necessary parties of the
decision with regard to probable cause.
lf probable cause is not established, the juvenile should be
released to an approved placement.
lf probable cause is established and the juvenile is to be detained
pending a final revocation/rescission hearing, the Hearing Officer
and/or designated parole staff shall complete the section at the
bottom of the Request for Preliminary Hearing (See Exhibit R-1).
Notification shall be provided to the Director, designated parole
staff, VAP Coordinator, and designated DJJ or SCDC staff who
coordinate transportation within twenty-four Qg hours. A decision
that continued detention pending a final hearing is not appropriate
and that the juvenile should be released to an approved placement,
must be based upon consideration for reasonable, less restrictive
options available that can still ensure the safety of the public
(Exhibit R-7).
A decision that continued detention is not appropriate and that the
juvenile should be released to an approved placement, must be
based upon consideration for reasonable, less restrictive options
available that can still ensure the safety of the public (See Exhibit
R-7).

Director of Parole Date

F.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Submitted by:

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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IV. FINALRESCISSION/REVOCATTONHEARINGS

NOTICE AND RIGHTS
The Hearing Officer and/or designated parole staff shall complete the
Notice of Rescission/Revocation Hearing and Due process Rights
(Exhibit R-3). As soon as practical, the Hearing Officer and/or designited
parole staff shall meet with the juvenile to review the notice, answer
questions the juvenile may have regarding the process, explain the
juvenile's rights, and obtain the juvenile's acknowledgement.

PRELIMINARY HEARING REPORT
Within five (5) days following the decision to proceed, the Hearing Officer
and/or designated parole staff shall complete a preliminary Hearing
Report (Exhibit R4) and forward to the Director for review prior to
submission to the Board members.

SCHEDULING AND PROTOCOL OF FINAL HEARINGS
1. lf notice of the decision to proceed is received by the Director at

least seven (7) days prior to the next schedured hearings, the case
shall be placed on that hearings agenda.

2. The regulations and protocol of parole hearings shall apply to all
final rescission/revocation hearings. The Hearing Officer and/or
designated parole staff shall be the designated party for
presentation and processing of information.

3. The Board may consider the seriousness of the offense upon which
rescission/revocation is based and the overall conduct of the
juvenile in the community during time served on parole to make a
determination for an earlier review and or a deduction in time to be
served according to guidelines.

NOTICE OF FINAL DISPOSITION AND APPEAL RIGHTS
1- Within one (1) day of the final rescission/revocation hearing the

juvenile and parents/guardians shall be notified of the Board's
disposition of the hearing. The Hearing Officer and/or designated
parole staff shall notifi7 the juvenile of his/her guidelines and the
right to appeal the Board's decision (see Exhibit p-13) and obtain
the juvenile's appropriate acknowledgement (see Exhibit p-3 or p-
4).

2. within three (3) days of such hearing the juvenile,
parents/guardians and DJJ classification staff shall be provided a
copy of the Order of Rescission/Revocation of Conditional Release
(Exhibit R-5) or order of continuation (Exhibit R-6) as applicabte.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

A.

B.

c.
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Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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PURPOSE: To develop a notification system that enables victims to participate in the
juvenile justice parole process and ensures appropriate efforts are made to provide
restitution.

POLICY: Victims of juvenile offenders shall be provided an opportunity to participate in
the parole process. When requested, victims shall be notified of parole hearings,
releases, revocation/rescission hearings, requests for early termination of parole,
transfers to a less restrictive treatment program identified by DMH and DDSN, and
furloughs granted to offenders who have been transferred to the custody of DMH and
DDSN. Victims will be assisted with monetary recovery of losses incurred as a result of
the offense(s).

PROCEDURE:

STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES

A. INTAKE
1. Upon receipt of information that a victim has requested notification

or receipt of a victim impact statement from the prosecuting
agency, VAP staff will open an active file on the victim(s).

2. within five (5) working days of the receipt of a request for
notification services, VAP staff will correspond with the victim(s) in
writing advising of available services (Exhibit V-3).

3. The Victim Assistance Program (VAP) staff will work closely with
DJJ staff and/or the prosecuting agency to secure identity, address
and phone number of victim(s).

4. An administrative grid will be maintained on all active files reflecting
information concerning the juvenile and notifications provided to the
victim(s). This grid will be audited periodicaily by the vAp
Coordinator and Director.

QUARTERLY REPORTING
VAP staff shall ensure that victims requesting notification receive
appropriate assistance in providing initial and updated information for the
Board's review and have the opportunity to provide a written or recorded
statement, or appear in person or by videoconference.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST
The VAP Coordinator shall notifo the Director of any apparent or potentiat
conflict of interest that may exist. lf the Director determines a real or
potential conflict exists, the case shall be reassigned.

B.

c.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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Upon receipt of request for notification of services, VAP staff will notify victims of
parole hearings, transfers and passes/furloughs of applicable subciass cases
(Exhibil Va).

A. PAROLE HEARINGS
1. The victim(s) will be notified at least thirty (30) days prior to the

offender's parole hearing review(s) or immediately if an offender's
case is to be reviewed at any time other than the originally
scheduled review dates and given the opportunity to provide a
written or recorded statement, or appear in person or by
videoconference. The victim(s) will be notified of the Board'i
releases within two (2) days following the hearing and all other
action no later than Friday of the Board week.

1. When subclass juveniles are deemed eligible for transfer to a DMH
or DDSN facility or their designated contract provider for treatment
purposes, DJJ staff notifies the victim of this transfer and forwards
a copy to VAP. Based upon information received from the state
agency or facility to which the subclass juvenile has transferred,
VAP staff will notify the victim(s) of any subsequent changes in
placement authorized by that state agency, DMH or DDSN, or
designated contract provider.

2. Subclass juveniles who have transferred to another facility or
designated contract provider for treatment purposes may be
deemed eligible for passes/furloughs into the community. Based
upon information received from the treatment facility, VAP staff will
notify the victim(s) of such passes/furloughs.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

B.

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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III. NOTIFICATIONSFOLLOWINGJUVENILE'SRELEASE

VAP staff will provide continuous written notification to the victim(s) when a
revocation/rescission hearing or request for early parole termination hearing has
been scheduled for the juvenile. The victim(s) will be notified of the Board's
action within two (2) days following the hearing. (Exhibit V-3R).

A. REVOCATION/RESCISSION HEARINGS
The Hearing Officer conducts a preliminary hearing when it has been
alleged that a juvenile has violated parole (See Exhibit R-1). lf probable
cause is found, VAP staff will notify the victim(s) of the
revocation/rescission hearing within two (2) days.

B. EARLY TERMINATION OF PAROLE
Requests for early termination of a juvenile's parole may be submitted for
the Board's approval by the aftercare provider, juvenile or other interested
party (See Exhibit P-16). Within two (2) days of receipt of such a request,
VAP staff will notify victim(s) of the hearing scheduled on the request.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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IV. RESTITUTION

A. RESTITUTION AS A CONDITION OF RELEASE
lnformation will be reported to the Board by the Parole Examiner or the
VAP staff when appropriate documentation of monetary loss has been
provided by the victim(s). The Board may order restitution as a special
condition of release.

B. FAILURE TO SATISFY RESTITUTTON
While the duration of parole is established in accordance with the category
of the committing offense, no parole term shall expire prior to the twenty-
first (21st) birthday if the restitution requirements, both monetary and
community seryice, have not been satisfied, unless othenruise authorized
by the Board. lf the period of parole is automatically extended because all
restitution has not been completed, the parole term will expire upon
completion of the total restitution requirement.

Submitted by:
Director of Parole Date

Approved by:
Chairperson Date
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DJJ INSTITUTION REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF:

Juvenile: JJMS:

SocialWorker: Institution:

INSTRUCTIONS: This report may be handwritten if legible, othenrise it must be typed. OO ttOf l-eAVe
ANY QUESTIONS BLANK. lf an answer demands an explanation or description, you must complete that
portion. You are not limited bv the space allocated in the narrative sections. use-the back of thi oaoe or
additional paper. if necessarv. lf a question ie not applicable, please

l. Juvenile:
A. ls there a history of substance use or abuse?

lf yes, explain.
YESn Nofl

B.

c.

D.

Are there significant health issues?
lf yes, explain.

Are there any serious psychological/emotional issues?
lf yes, explain.

Are other agencies involved with this juvenile?
lf yes, explain.

ls juvenile currently on medications?
lf yes, what are they?

ls juvenile compliant with taking medication?
lf no, explain.

Are there any unusual family dynamics?
lf yes, explain.

ls juvenile lacking in his/her family support system?
lf yes, explain.

YESfI Nofl

YESI Nofl

YESfI Nofl

YESn

YESn

YESn

Nofl

Nofl

Nofl

YESfI Nofl

I

(DJJ Institution Report - Revised 7-l -0 t )
The information provided herein is specifically for the purpose ofparole consideration and is protected by state and federal confidentiality laws.

Exhibit P-6

E.

F.

G.

H.



ll. Institutional Progress and Adjustment
A. Treatment Goals:

1. Goal:

Progress:

2. Goal:

Progress:

3. Goal:

Progress:

4. Goal:

Progress:

B. Strengths and Accomplishments (i.e. leadership skills, special program participation, awards,
honors):

2

(DJJ Institution Report - Revised 7-l -01 )
The information provided herein is specifically for the purposc ofparole considcration and is protectcd by state and federal confidentiality laws.

Exhibit P-6



C. Behavioral Adjustment Summary (Describe behavior over the last reporting period):

1. For maior incidents, please note the date, offense, description and action taken:

DATE OFFENSE/DESCRIPTION ACTION TAKEN

2. Summary and explanation of minor infractions:

3

(DJJ Institution Report - Revised 7-l-01)
The information provided herein is specifically for the purpose ofparole consideration and is protected by state and federal confidentiality laws
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lll. Institutional Release Plans:
A. What special treatment services do you recommend for juvenile upon release?

B. what special conditions do you recommend for successful parole?

lV. Recommendation Summary:
A. Do you recommend release? yESn NOf]

lf yes, check one: Conditional Release fl Unconditional Release I
B. Rationale:

TypeReporter'sName/Title/Date Typesupervisor's Name/Title/Date

Signature: Signature:

4

(DJJ Institution Report - Revised 7- I -0 I )
The information provided herein is specifically for the purpose ofparole consideration and is protected by state and federal confidentiality laws.
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SOUTH CAROLINA BOARD OF JUVENILE PAROLE

DJJ EDUCATION REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF:

Juvenile: JJMS:

Guidance Counselor: School: Grade:

INSTRUCTIONS: This report may be handwritten if legible, otherwise it must Ue typeO. OO ttgt
LEAVE ANY QUESTION BLANK. lf an answer demands an explanation, you must complete that

ex

portion. Y,9!,are not limitgg bv the spacg allocated in the nariative sections. use the back of the
paog gr additional oaper. if necessarv. lf a question is not apptrc

l. Educational Information:
A. Type of curriculum (please check appropriate box):

ICEO (projected test date: ) ICertificate Track

lOiploma (# of units earned: ) lUiOOle School

B. ls the juvenile enrolled in Special Ed? yES n NO f]
lf yes, check category: (please check appropriate box):

IEmotionally Disabled f Learning Disabled !Educable Mentally Disabled

lspeech lOtner Health tmpaired lOther:

C. ls juvenile in psychoeducational classes. yES X NO f]
lf yes, projected date of completion is _
Attach supplemental report. 

-

D. Does juvenile have a 504 plan?
lf yes, provide detailed information:

YES x No fl

E. Special Programs/Accomplishments/Awards (i. e. JROTC, Honor Roll, etc.):

I

(DJJ Education Report - Revised 7-l -0 I )
The information provided herein is specifically for the purpose ofparole consideration and is protected by state and federal confidentiality laws
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ll. Educational Considerations for Parole:
A. Academic performance/Classroom behaviors:

B. What are current educational plans for juvenile upon release?

lll. Recommendation Summary:
A. Do you recommend release?

lf yes, check one: Conditional Release n
B. Rationale:

Type Reporte/s Name/Title/Date

Signature:

YEs n No fl
Unconditional Release fl

Type Supervisor's Name/Title/Date

Signature:

Attachments:

I.lnorc
Isorp
!omega
Xcrs

lReport Gard
nnctivity Tracker
trTeacher Comment Reports
Eottrer

2

(DJJ Education Report - Revised 7-l -0 I )
The information provided herein is specifically for the purpose ofparole consideration and is protected by state and federal confidentiality laws.
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SOUTH CAROLINA BOARD OF JUVENILE PAROLE

DJJ COMMUNITY REPORT FOR THE MONTH OF:

Juvenile: JJMS:

Community Specialist: County:

INSTRUCTIONS: This lgpo-rt may be handwritten if legible, othenrise it;nst be typeO. OO llOf UelW
ANY QUESTION BLANK. lf an answer demands an eiplanation or description, you must complete that
P!{.:9n. You are not limited bv lhe spacg allocated in the narrative sections. use the back of the oaqe or
aAAitionat paoer. lf a question is not applici

l. Community lssues for Consideration
A. Legal lssues:

1. Does the juveniles have pending or new charges? yES f] No f]
lf yes, list:

2. Are there any detainers on this juvenile? yES f] NO f]
lf yes, attach a copy.

B. Community Input: (Describe the position of law enforcement, court officials,
schools, victims and other citizens with regard to possible release of this juvenile.)

ll. Family Dynamics
A. Does DSS/MTS have custody? yES ! NO fl

lf yes, give name and address of caseworker:

B. Name of ParenUlegal Guardian:
Home address:
Telephone number:

C. List dates/types of contacts with parenUguardian:

I

(DJJ Communiry Report - Revised 7-l -01)
The information provided herein is specifically for the purpose ofparole consideration and is protected by state and federal confidentiality laws.
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D. List members of household, relationship and ages:

E. ls the victim(s) in the home? yES n NO f]
F. Does the juvenile have child/children? yES f] NO n
G. ls there parental and/or additionalfamily support? yES f] NO f]
H. Do any household members have substance abuse

and/or mental health issues? yES f] NO Ilf yes, describe:

l. Describe in detail other relevant family information:

lll. Please list your suggestions for special Gonditions:

lV. Recommendation Summary:
A. Do you recommend release? yES f] NO E

lf yes, check one: Conditional Release I Uncond1ional Release I
B. Rationale:

rt
Signature: Signature:

rhe information provided herein is specificary.Jf,'Joiffi1Ti?.}JtlT"j"[::ffi#;1'r'0ro,..,.0 by state and federar confidentiarity raws.
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Appendix B

DJJ Policy A-5.10 Juvenile Parole -
Release Authority Process

with Related Forms
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Sr.lrr or sourH c.lRor,rxa. Dtp,q,RTMENT or,Juvnxrrr Jusrrcp
Por_rcy aNo pRoceDURES

Authority: Legal Office Policy No.: A-5.1 Page: I of20Title: JuvenileParole-Rffi
Related Statutes/Reeulations : South Ca.olina Co

Aueust 10.2012
Effective Date tut*g*

PoLICY: The Department of Juvenile Justice (DJJ) employees will manage and decide theparole release of juveniles committed to DJJ on an indeterminate commitment occurring on orafter April l' 2007 for misdemeanor offenses r"*JuaG-assault with intent to kill and assaultand battery of a high and aggravated- nature), probation violation for misdemeanor offenses(excluding assault with intent to ntr and assauliunotutt..y_of a high and aggravated nature), theoffenses of incorrigibility and runaway-. and for probation -violatio:Jcontempt 
of courtcommitments for the offenses of incorrigibiiity, *nu*uyi o, truancy.

PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES:

A. Paroling and Case Management Authorities

The DJJ Release Authority has responsibility to manage those juvenile parole caseswithin their regisratively assigned resionsibiliti"r. 
- '

l. The DJJ Release Authority handles juvenile cases, as follows:

a' Juveniles committed by the Family court on an indeterminate
commitment for misdemeanor and status offenses.

b. probation violation for misdemeanor offenses.

c' Probation violation/contempt of court commitments for the offenses ofincorrigibility, runaway, or truancy.

d' Parole revocation forjuveniles in which the DJJ Release Authority grantedparole.

2. The Board of Juvenile parole handres juvenire cases, as folrows:

a' Juveniles committed by the Family court on an indeterminate
commitment for a felony offense.

b. Probation violation for a felony offense.
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B.

c' Parole revocation for the cases in which the Board of Juvenile parole
granted parole.

The DJJ Office of Release Authority

The DJJ parole release process is referred to as the DJJ Release Authority and is managedby the DJJ Release Authority Manager. The Release Authority is located in ttre Legaloffice with the Release Authority MLager, under the supervision of the DJJ AssociateDeputy for Legal Services.

l ' The DJJ Legal office staff will supervise the Release Authority Manager andRelease Authority process' and be available to the Release Authority panel forpolicy formulation.

2. The DJJ Release Authority Manager will:

a' Coordinate, schedule, make notifications, and ensure parole reviews andhearings for the Release Authoritv.

Present juvenile cases to the Rerease Authority panel, ensuring thatinformation is current and accurate.

conduct parole and parole rescission and revocation hearings with theRelease Authority panel.

Decide requests for change of a juvenile's parole status and/or paroleconditions.

e' Decide requests for parole revocation hearings, including the arrest and/ordetainment ofjuveniles.

f' Ensure that decisions and orders of the Release Authority panel areexecuted by the appropriate persons.

g' Supervise and provide training for employees invorved with RereaseAuthority.

h. Represent the Rerease Authority at meetings and other functions.

The DJJ Release Authority Coordinator will:

Compute juvenile parole guidelines.

Maintain a database that tracks and projects each juvenile,s review,hearing schedule, and results.

b.

d.

3.

a.

b.
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d.

coordinate and maintain the-pending placement caseload until pracement
is secured and the conditional release-is finalized.

Collect statistical data.

Prepare and distribute required forms and documents.e.

ResearchC.

D.

DJJ will permit research of the releasing authority process consistent with State law andDJJ Policy I-2'5, Research Approval, Implementation, and Monitoring. Research resultswill be disseminated only to authorized persons from a'controlled distribution list.

Database

The DJJ Release Authority coordinator will maintain the parole database, which reflectsthe juvenile's name, DJJ number, county, date of commitment, committing offense(s),parole guidelines' schedule of parole reviews and hearings, and results of reviews andhearings' Juveniles committed for revocation of paror" *iir appear on the database and bescheduled for reviews using the date.arrest/pick-up date as the date of re-commitment.The Release Authority coordinator will prrp*. trri revlwftrearings parole list from thedatabase.

Public and Media Relations

The DJJ Release Authority lvlanager will assist the DJJ public Affairs coordinator withmedia information concerning thi release process, subject to and consistent with theconfidentiality and freedom ofinformation laws of the State.

Victim Notifications

The DJJ victims Services coordinator will notifu victims of juvenile,s parolereviewslhearings and parole revocation hearinj-'dates and times, and theirtransfer/placement and release, if a victim has requesiea m ue so notified, consistent withState law and DJJ Policy F-2.2, victim Services. The victim Services coordinator willassist the Release -Authorify Manager to coordinate victims' appearances at parolehearings before the Release Authority-panel.

DJJ Release Authority panel

l ' The DJJ Release Authority Panel is comprised of DJJ employees that are at theSenior Manager level within DJJ, have been recom..nd.d to serve by theirrespective Deputy Director, and approved by the DJJ Director. The members willrotate serving as members on a scheduled basis. The Release Authoriiy Managerwill ensure diversity in the serection of panel members.

E.

F.

G.
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2.

3.

The DJJ Release Authority Manager will provide initial and periodic training inthe Release Authority process to Rilease Authority panel members.

Release Authority panel members will be responsible for:

a. The careful review of each juvenile's case prior to the scheduredreview/hearing.

b' Attending scheduled reviews and hearings. If circumstances prohibithis/her attendance, the Release Authority Fanel member will noti$ theRelease Authority Manager as soon as possible when leamin! 'of 
ascheduling conflict.

c' Deciding all maffers of conditional, temporary and unconditional releases,
and revocations.

d. Attending meetings with Release Authority
communication on all matters relating to the
process.

Parole Guidelines

staff to ensure effective
operation of the parole

H.

The Release Authority uses parole guidelines ranges established according to the specificoffense and its assigned category. ih. Rrl.^e A"uthority Manager and General counselwill periodically review and modifu parole guidelines, as"circumstances warant.

L Offense Categories

Each offense is assigned to a category, and can be located in JJMs. If thecategory of an offense is not clear oi has not been determined, the ReleaseAuthority Manager and General counsel will establish the appropriate category.

2. Parole Guidelines Ranges

Guidelines ranges are established for each category as set forth in the JuvenileParole Guidelines and Orienration (Form A_5.1A;.

3. Commitment Date

The date that the Family court Judge executes the commitment order is thecommitment date, unless the judge allows the juvenile t" u.gi, his/trercommitment on a subsequent date specified by the court. In such a case, thesubsequent date will be the commitmint date. duidelines commence on the dateof commitment, except in cases in which u iuu.nit. r...iu., ir.-ii"spositionalConfinement Credit. Pre-Dispositional Confinement credit will be awarded on a
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4.

5.

day-for-day basis. The number of pre-dispositional confinement days awardedwill be subtracted from the commitment iate, ,rruttirrg in the adjusted date ofcommitment.

Computation and Conversion Score

The Release Authority Coordinator will prepare the Juvenile parole Guidelinesand orientation (Form A-5.1A) upon ,".iipi of the juvenile,s court ordei1r.l ,oplace the juvenile in. the apptop.iute parole guidelines range. The ReleaseAuthority Manager will verify the accurary of the-parole guideliries computation.

Re-Calculation of parole Guidelines and Ranges

a' Adjudication for pending and Subsequent offenses

Parole guidelines will be re-calculated when a committed juvenile isadjudicated for a pending or subsequent offense. A pending oifense is anoffense that was committed prior to ihe juvenile's current commitment andis disposed oj uy the Family court during the cunent commitment. Asubsequent offense is an offense committ.J d*ing the juvenile,s currentcommitment and disposed of by the Family court during the juvenile,s
current commitment. An indeterminate commitment ior pending orsubsequent offenses may result in a change concerning whetier the"DJJ
Release Authority or Board of Juvenile parite is the relJasing authority. Adeterminate commitment, irrespective of the offense wili not .tlg"
which entity is the releasing authority.

b' Concurrent Determinate Sentence: Guidelines are re-calculated when ajuvenile who is currently committed anf is adjudicated for a pending orsubsequent 
-offense during the juvenile's co]nmitment ,.ruiting 

-ii 
uconculrent determinate sentence. However, the offense is scorej as anassociated adjudication and the date of commitment does not change.

c' Consecutive Determinate Sentence: Guidelines are not re-calculated when
a juvenile who is currently committed and is adjudicated for a pendinj o.subsequent offense during the juvenile's curreni commitment resuttin! ina consecutive determinate sentence. The offense is not scored because itdoes not affect the juvenile,s parole guidelines.

d. violation of probation: Guidelines for violation of probation will
calculated using the category of crime committed and the .*g. *iir
computed in the same manner as section G l-4 above.

be

be

Violation of Parole: Guidelines
using the original offense. The

for violation of parole will be calculated
Release Authority Manager will consult

e.
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with the County Case Manager and will present a recommendation of aguideline range to the Release Authority Panel at the juvenile's revocation
hearing. The Release Authority Panel will consider th; category of offensefor .which the juvenile 

.was originally committed, the particular
condition(s) violated, and the seriousness of those violations. The panel
may adjust guidelines downward if they determine that the reason forrevocation does not require full reinstatement of the juvenile,s originalguidelines. The Release Authority Panel will establish the guidelines at therevocation hearing. Guidelines for violation of parole wiii Ue establishedinoneof thefollowingranges: I -3monthsiz -5months;or5 _ l0
months.

Release Authority panel Reviews and parole Hearings

l. Parole Reviews

Parole Reviews involve the administrative r-eyi9w of the juvenile,s parole reports
31d, supporting documentation that reflect his/trer conduct and progress towardhis/her treatment goals. only the Release Authority Manager and the scheduled
Release Authority panel members will be present. rrr. p*"r may grant a jurrenite
release at this type of review.

Parole Hearings

Parole Hearings involve reviewing the juvenile's parole reports and supportingdocumentation that reflect hislher conduct and proire* io*ura his4rer treatmentgoals and allows for the following rights:

a. A juvenile has the right to appeuu at the hearing.

b' A juvenile has the right to provide testimony and documentation in
support ofrelease.

c. A juvenile has the right to representation (including appointed counsel).

d. The juvenile's parents/guardians have a right to appear.

e. victims will have the right to appear or have their statement read.

Parole ReviewsAlearings Schedule

Releasing Authority 
.Reviews/Flearings will be held according to a standardschedule' with juveniles actually reliased within one week o1 each hearing,usually on the Monday following each hearing.

2.

3.
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4. Frequency of a Juvenile's parole Reviews/Flearings

The- frequency of reviews/hearings is indicated on the DJJ Schedule of ReleaseAuthority Parole Reviews and Hearings (Attachment A-5.18). Juveniles under theRelease Authority who have transferred to other ,,u," ug"n"ies for services willcontinue to be reviewedlhave hearing in accordance wiiir the schedule until thejuvenile is released or reaches 2l yealsofage, whichever first occurs.

Special Parole Review

A special review is a rwiew of a juvenile's case by the Release Authority panel
any time other than the juvenile's scheduled review cycle. The Release AuthorityManager will handle special review requests.

7. Early Parole Review

A juvenile who has completed his/her treatment goals and has an overallexemplary adjustment within the facility may be recommended for early paroleconsideration by the Facility. Multidiscipiinary Team or the community
Residential Program Manager prior to reaching tris/trer minimu- parole guideline
date' If recommended, the Facility Social Wirker/Lead Clinician will submit awritten request to the Release Authority Manager to present the juvenile,s case tothe Release Authority panel at their n.*t,.h"diled meetine.

Juvenile Parole Reports

l ' Juvenile Initial parore Report: |r9 oll county case Manager assigned tosupervise the juvenile will submit the Juvenile tnitial parole n".port-6orm A-5'lB) to the DJJ Release Authority coordinator within 5 working'Juy, uR", tt"juvenile's commitment to DJJ.

6.

J.

o

Juvenile Facility parole Report/Juvenile Facility parole Report update: TheRelease Authority coordinator wil request 3uvenile parole ,rpo.tvupJutes andphotocopies of supporting documentation from approfi;; persons via electronicmail. The Social worker/crinician, Guidance bo*r.rorrbducation E;;ro;"r,and the DJJ county Case Manager will complete their-portion of the JuvenileParole Report (Form A-5.1C, sections 1,2,'and 3) or iuvenile parole n.portUpdate (Form A-5.1D) and submit it to the Release Authority coordinator nolater than l0 days prior to the juvenile's scheduteo parole reviedhearing date.This responsibility shifts to contracted_ community Iiesidential program (cRp),the south carolina Deparrment of corrections isCoCl, the South carorinaDepartment of Mental Heatth (DMH), the souttr carolina nepartment orDisabilities and special Needs (DDSN), or any other agency to which anindeterminately committed juvenile may have transfenei, who wilr prepare andsubmit the Juvenile parole Report (cRp; scDC, DMH, nrisNy (Form A-5.lE).
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3. Juvenile Parole Report Summary:
complete the Juvenile parole Report

The DJJ Release Authority Manager will
Summary (Form A-5.1F).

K. Notifications of Parole Hearings

The Release Authority coordinator will notiry appropriate persons at least 15 days priorto a juvenile's scheduled parole hearing.

l. The Release Authority coordinator will prepare the Juvenile Notification ofParole ReviedHearing (Form A-5.1G) and forward to the proper employee at thejuvenile's facility yith a request that the employee review the document with thejuvenile, obtain his/her signature, and 
-return 

to the Release Authority
Coordinator.

The Release Authority Coordinator will forward a photocopy to the juvenile,s
parents/guardians.

The Release Authority coordinator will email the listing of the impending parolehearing to:

a. Each responsible Facility Manager.

b. The Victims Services Coordinator.

c. The juvenile's assigned Social Worker/Clinician.

d. Each Release Authority panel Member.

Monitoring the Juvenile's Case

The Social worker/clinician will review the juvenile's record within 5 days of thescheduled hearing and inform the DJJ Release Authority Manager of any changes orupdates that may impact the juvenile's parole hearing. 
J

Parole Hearings

l. Security of parole Hearings

Rehabilitative Services security is responsible for coordinating and managing thesecurity of parole hearings, and for suiervising the juveniles at parole hearings.

a' The Division of Rehabilitative Services will provide appropriate security
staff to monitor and assist with parole hearings.

2.

3.

L.

M.
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b' TheRelease Authority Coordinator will make appropriate notifications tothe DJJ Front Gate officers conceming admittance to parole hearings.

c' To protect the confidentiality of the juvenile's records, all hearings areconsidered closed to the public unless otherwise opened upon theauthorization of the DJJ Legal Office.

e' During the hearings, there will be no recording devices allowed by anyoneother than parole staff. cameras will not be alrowed at any time.

f' All persons entering DJJ secure grounds/facilities for parole hearings aresubject to DJJ policies regarding contraband, search, etc.

2. Appearances at parole Hearings

a' Each individual facility will be responsible for transporting juveniles totheir parole hearings.

b. A juvenile may personally appear at his/rrer Release Authority panel
pargle hearing, except as indicated below, or may waive appearing.A juvenile physicalry in a speciar Management unit (sMU) will notattend the parole hearing if the juvenile has-been rounalpteud guilty for adisciplinary infraction and is serving confinement time. A juvenile
physically in a Speciar Management u;it may attenJ-it.-purot. hearing ifheahe is pending a disciplinary review !."*ing. e;u""nii" not physicallyin a Special Management Unii but pending ailcipiinary action shourd bedealt with prior to the parole hearing by the Facility Disciplinary officer.unless the administrative investigation into the event cannot be resolvedin time prior to the parole hearing, the Facility Disciplin.ary officer willimpose consequences or dismir, .f,-g", prior to the parole hearing. If this
:*ol be accomplished, the paner wiil be informed of the i"rair*investigation and of the reason that the matter was not resolved prior to thejuvenile's hearing.

Presence of Other persons at Hearings

The juvenile's parents/guardians, attorney, and victims may appear at thejuvenile's Panel parole hearing. empioyees -uy i.q*r, to appear,however, employees-must receivi upprouui from ttreir rufr-iro, and theRelease Authority Manager in ordei io attend. Alr other i"rron, must bepre-approved by the Release Authority Manager. The victims will be keptseparated from the juvenile and histre, ariity while awaiting hearing
appearances. victims who wish to appear before-the panel will be escortedto the hearing room in a manner tttut *itt cause the reast possibility ofconfrontation with the juvenile. Parole cases that involve victims will be
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3.

4.

heard on a priority basis and to the extent that is practical, at a time
convenient to the victim.

Conducting and Recording of Reviews/Hearings

The parole reviews/hearings will be conducted in a formal manner and the DJJ
Release Authority Manager will preside.

Confidentiality

a' Information obtained during parole hearings will not be disclosed or
discussed directly or indirectly with anyone-other than the members and
staff of the DJJ Release Authority, and when necessary and appropriate,
other DJJ staff.

b' lnquiries a!9ut an individual parole hearing will be referred to the Release
Authority Manager.

c' Information conceming victims of juvenile crime is confidential and willbe treated with the utmost care to ensure that such information is not
disseminated to anyone other than the panel members and Releasing
Authority employees and, when necessary and appropriate, agents of other
victim services programs and other agency staff.

conflict of InteresvAbstention of Release Authority panel Member

A Release Authority Panel member must disqualifu him/trerself from the hearingif he/she has a personal involvement in the case, has an interest in the case whichwould effect his4rer objectivity, or could in any way benefit from the outcome ofa case' Each Release Authority Panel member is responsible to raise the issue ofhis/her disqualification and will indicate such conflict to the DJJ ReleaseAuthority Manager prior to the hearing. The Release Authority Manager willreplace the member with a different r.*b"r to complete.the panel. The rJcord ofthe hearing will reflect the abstention and replacement.

Attorneys

Juveniles are permitted to have legal representation when appearing for a paroleor revocation hearing. The juvenile or the juvenile,s ru-ity, iting Jn tnejuvenile's behalf, may retain_ and pay for the slrvices of an attorney. Funds areallocated to contract for legal assistance for juveniles who desire this service andcannot personally afford the assistance.

5.
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N.

7. Limitations

a' AII persons will limit their remarks to l0 minutes, unless otherwise
approved by the panel.

b' The. Release Authority Manager has the authority to limit appearances
and/or exclude any individual from a parole hearing to ensure security andan orderly parole process. The Release Authoity panel will permit
appearances by counsel and other representatives oi a juvenile, but maylimit the duration and scope of such presentations. In lieu of or in
conjunction with, any oral presentations, the Panel may require any person
to present written statements to the panel.

c' Individuals are not to participate in the hearing proceedings unless
addressed by a member of the Release Authoritf panel. The Release
AuthorityPanel may request t{*y or all persons leave the hearing room
any time during the hearing. otherwise, p"isons are not permitted to enter
or leave the hearing room during a case pioceeding

d' No person appearing for or against parole of a juvenile will remain in the
hearing room during deliberations of the Release Authoritv panel.

Factors Considered in Determining parole/Release

The Release Authority Panel will consider the interests of the juvenile, victim(s),community, and society in making parole/release decisions. The salient factorsdetermining eligibility for release coniidiration include but are not limited to, behavior,history of adjudications, and progress toward treatment soals.

Types of Releases

The Release Authority Panel may release a juvenile prior to, during or after the paroleguidelines range.

l. Conditional Release

Conditional release allows a juvenile to be released into the community under thesupervision and authority of the Panel, subject to rules to be adher.j to by thej-uvenile up to_ his4rer twenty-first birthday. The panel will execute the order ofconditional Release certificate (Form i-s.rH; upon granting a conditional
release to a juvenile.

o.
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4.

Temporary Release

Temporary release allows a juvenile to be released to the community or to analtemative facility, program, or placement for a specific period of time sodesignated by the Panel. The Panei will execute the order of Temporary Releasecertificate (Form A-5.1H) upon granting a temporary release to^a juvenile. Atemporary release may be granted to test the viability lr tn" propor"i placement
of the juvenile or the readiness of the community lfarnily to accept the juvenile onconditional or unconditional release, and/or to provide it " 

juvenile theopportunity to receive an evaluation and./or treatment in a residential"facility other
than a long term correctional facility. Juveniles who are granted temporary release
are subject to the standard rules of conditional release ani other special conditions
imposed by the Panel. Upon expiration of the temporary release,^the juvenile willbe returned to the care and custody of DJJ *1.r, t"he panel has granted thejuvenile a conditional release or untonditional release. The term oft..po.*y
release will not exceed 30 days. A temporary release does not constitute parole
and.therefore, rights inherent in the parole process such as due process are notapplicable. A written 

ryquest with specifi. ,.uron, for temporary release must be
zubmitted through the Multidisciplinary Team for consideration. If recommended,
the request will be forwarded to the Release Authority Manager for presentation
to the Release Authority panel.

Unconditional Release

Unconditional release allows a juvenile to be released into the community without
being subject to supervision by DJJ or under the authority of the panel. The panel
will execute the order of Unconditional Release Certificate (Form A-5.1H) upongranting an unconditional release to a juvenile.

Conditional Release pending Status

A juvenile may be conditionally released pending other requirements including,but not limited to, appropriate placement, residence verification, interstate
compact' or progr.rm completion. The release is effective when the pending statusis resolved. The Release Authority Manager will maintain cumulative lists ofjuveniles in pending stalus. If a juvenile i! releas"a on p"noing status and thatstatus can not be resolved within one month following the issuance of theconditional release pending status, a Request for Change o? parole Statu;/Gcial
Conditions form will be prepared by the Release Auihority Manager outlining
alternative options. The Release Authority l-91 -ay denf th. ,.qu.It o, upprou.
the request and release the juvenil., o, ,.tuin the juvenile on pending status untilother.options tue presented, or rescind the coniitional release and retum thejuvenile to a regular review cycle.
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5. Parole to Detainer and/or Hold

The Release Authority Manager will present the basis and information concerning
a detainer or hold to the Panel. The Release Authority panel may release thejuvenile to the detaining authority for case disposition, or to the holding authorityfor confinement. The Release Authority will coordinate with Classification and
County Case Managers to obtain the detaining4rolding authority,s intent prior to
the j uvenile's parole reviewArearing.

6. Population Reduction Measures

Upon a determination being made by the Agency Director, that due to insufficient
operational funds, personnel shortages, Acitity- closures or other good cause or
reason a situation exists which has or may lead to overcrowding, sifety, security
concerns or unconstitutional conditions of confinement, the Release Authority
Manager, in consultation with Classification Staff, shall implement its step-down
and'/or release plans of committed juveniles within its jurisdictional authority, inorder to reduce and/or more safely house youth housed in its residential facilities.

Release Authority Panel Action

l. The Release Authority Panel will discuss and vote. Two out of three ReleaseAuthority Panel members constitute a majority vote. A majority vote of those in
attendance at hearings is required for parole decisions. A member of the ReleaseAuthority Panel may specifically request that his4rer vote and reasons berecorded' The Release Authority Manager will make every attempt to ensure thatthree Release Authority panel membirs are present; however, if this is notpossible, the reviewsarearings will be conducted with trvo members.

In addition to the standard conditions of parole, the Release Authority panel may
establish special conditions to assist the juvenile with satisfactory adjustment andprogress while under parole supervision. The Release autn-ority panel willdetermine the juvenile's conditions of release. The Release Authority Managerwill ensure that conditions are reasonable and achievable and will advise the
Release Authority panel if they are not.

The Release Authority Panel may enforce participation in community servicework and payment of monetary restitution ordered by the court, or order thejuvenile-to participate.in community service work estabiirn.a or approved by DJJ.The Release Authority Panel cannot order monetary restitution. Community
service. 

lrours may be substituted for all or a portion of monetary restitution
ordered by the court at the rate of $5.15 per houi. the panel will not order fullpayment of restitution in addition to community service hours.

2.

3.
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o a. Juvenile's Agreement to Conditions of Release

Each juvenile granted parole or temporary release will be given a list of standard
conditions and applicable special conditions of parole or temporary release, documented
on the Juvenile Parole Agreement (Form A-5.li). conditions witi be 21i opruined tothe juvenile. If requested by the juvenile, the DJJ Release Authority Manager will
communicate any concerns of the juvenile to the Release Authority panel.

Parole Hearing Results

The Release Authority Coordinator will complete the Juvenile parole Report summary(Form A-s'lF), documenting the Release Authority Panel's actions, decisions, andresults. The Release Authority Manager will verify and confirm the summary. The
f9l-e-ase 

Authority Coordinator will prepare the Order of Release Certificate (Form A-
5' lH) or the Rationale for Parole Deniai (Form A-5.IJ) and review witn itre iuvenile. Inthe event that the Release Authority Coordinator is unable to review the document with
the juvenile following^the.parole hearing, the Social worker/Facility Manager will review
the order of Release Certificate (Form A-s.rH) and Juvenile parole Agreement (Form A-5'lI), have him/her sign the documents, ztnd return a copy of each to the ReleaseAuthority Coordinator. The Social Worker will forward the originals to Facility
operations to give to the juvenile upon his/her physical release from th! facility. If parole
is denied, the Facility Social worker will reviewihe specific reasons *ty *j*ill assist
the juvenile to develop a plan to address those reasons.

Release of Juvenile

R.

S.

T.

A juvenile being granted parole
compliance with DJJ policy E-l.l l,

release will be physically released from DJJ in
Release of Juveniles from DJJ Facilities.

Commencement, Duration, and Termination of parole

l ' Parole will commence on the date granted release, as noted on the order of
Release Certificate.

When a juvenile is conditionally released by the Release Authority panel but has
the remainder of a determinate sentence which must be served, the term of parole
for the release from the indeterminate commitment will not commence until the
day the juvenile is released from the determinate commitment, unless the Release
Authority Panel orders otherwise.

The Release Authority Panel will specify the duration of parole and note this
period of time on the juvenile's Order of 

-Release 
Certificate. Should the Release

Authority Panel fail to specify the duration of parole and note this on the release
certificate, the term of parole termination will be upon either the juvenile,s 2t"
birthday, or in accordance with the following scheduie, whichever comes first:

3.
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Categories VI and V
Categories IV and III
Category II

3 months
6 months
l2 months

U.

4. Expirations of parole terms, including statutory expiration, will be entered in the
DJJ Management Information System by designated staff.

Request for Change of Parole Status or Modifications to Special Conditions

l ' The County Case Manager, with the approval of his/trer County Director, may
request that the Panel consider an early termination or an extension of thl
juvenile's parole or a modification of parole conditions based upon salient factors,
provided the request is received by the Release Authority Manager prior to the
juvenile's parole termination date. The paroled juvenile, through ti'e C'ounty Case
Manager, may request that the Release Authority Panel 

-consider 
an early

termination.

2' The County Case Manager will prepare the Request for Change of parole
Status/Special Conditions (Form A-5.1K) and submit it to the Releise Authority
Manager. The Release Authority Manager will present the request to the panel for
consideration at the next scheduled heaing.

3' The Release. Authority Manager will document the Release Authority panel,s
decision and justification on the Request for Change of parole Status/Special
Conditions (Form A-5.1K). If the Panel apptoueJ the request, the Release
Authority Manager will prepare the Amenament to Order of Conditional Release
(Form A-5.1L) and forward it to the County Case Manager.

4' The County Case Manager will read and explain the amendments to the juvenile
and have the juvenile verifu hislle.r understanding of the amendment. The County
Case Manager will give the juvenile the original document, keep a file copy, and
retum a copy to the Release Authority Manager. The original copy will remain a
part of the juvenile's parole record for the duration of parole.

Parole Rescission Procedures

l' A juvenile's parole may be rescinded bythe Release Authority Manager if, prior
to the juvenile's physical release from the facility, circumstances neceisitate such
action. The facility staff will immediately contact the Release Authority Manager
when:

a. Information arises that was not available to the Release Authority panel
for consideration at the time of the juvenile's parole reviewArearing 1r.g., u
detainerlhold).

V.
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w.

b' The juvenile displays significant misconduct/misbehavior while awaiting
release.

other information or circumstances arise that may impact the parole
decision.

2' If the Release Authority Manager decides that sufficient justification exists to
temporarily rescind the Panel's decision to parole the juvenile, the Release
Authority Manager will rescind the juvenile's iarole and will notiiy the Facility
Manager in writing. The Release Authority Manager will place the juvenile,s case
before the next scheduled Pg"l. review4rearirig. If the iuvenile's parole is
approved, the Release Authority Manager will process the juvenile for parole
release. If the juvenile's parole is affirmed as rescinded, the Release Authority
Manager will prepare a memorandum to the juvenile rescinding hislher parole and
distribute it to the proper employees.

Parole Revocation Procedures

A juvenile's parole may be revoked for violations of standard or special conditions
established by the Release Authority panel.

l ' The juvenile has the following rights concerning the revocation hearing:

a. A juvenile has the right to appear at the hearing.

b' A juvenile has the right to provide testimony and documentation
concerning the alleged violations.

c' A juvenile has the right to representation (including appointed counsel).

d. The juvenile's parents/guardians have a right to appear.

e. Victims will have the right to appear or have their statement read.

2' The County Case Manager will document a juvenile's violation(s) of conditions ofparole and discuss the matter with histrer DJJ ruperuisor/County Director. If the
decision is made to recommend proceeding with a request for a revocation
hearing, the County Case Manager will contac] the Release Authority Manager.

3' The Release Authority Manager will determine whether probable cause/sufficientjustification exists to believe that a juvenile has vioiated conditions, and if
appropriate graduated responses w-ere attempted by the County Case Manager
prior to requesting the revocation of parole.
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4. Generally, authorization to seek the revocation of the juvenile will be approved if
repeated violations of the juvenile's conditional reliase have occuned and all
appropriate graduated sanctions available in that community have been tried and
proven to be unsuccessful. Generally, arrest and detention will be approved when
there is sufficient reason to believe that serious or repeated violations of the
conditions of release pose a threat to the safety and welfare of the public or thejuvenile. When parole violation charges are basld upon the alleged commission of
a 

-new 
crime, a parole violation warrant will not generally be iJsued for purposes

of detaining the juvenile unless there existr ,.ur6n to believe that the llrr*it"'spresence imposes an unreasonable risk to public safety or the safeiy of thejuvenile and other means of detention are unavailable.

If the Release Authority Manager determines that the case is not appropriate for a
parole revocation hearing, he/she will document hislher decision uni i,6tin"ation,forward a copy to the county case Manager, and retain a copy in the juvenile,s
parole record.

If the Release Authority Manager determines that the case is appropriate for the
Release Authority Panel to review, he/she will request the County iase Manager
complete and submit the Request for parole Revocation Hearing (Form A_5.IM)
to initiate the revocation process. The Release Authority Manager will further
advise the County Case Manager, as follows:

If the circumstances do not warant the juvenile being taken into custody,
the Release Authority Manager will prepare the Juvinile Notification of
Parole Revocation Hearing (Form A-5.1N) and forward it to the county
case Manager to serve to the juvenile. The county case Manager wiil
serve the document to the juvenile. The county case Manager will meet
with the juvenile, review the notification form, answer questions thejuvenile may have regarding the process, explain to the juvenile his/rrer
rights, and obtain the juvenile's signature. The county case Manager will
encourage the juvenile to attend his/her parole revocation hearing.

If the circumstances wanant the juvenile being taken into custody and
detained, the Release Authority Manager will advise the county case
Manager to issue a Parole violation Arrest wanant (Form n-l.tA;. rhe
Release Authority Manager will prepare the Juvenile Notification of
Parole Revocation Hearing (Form A-5.1N). The county case Manger will
advise the Release Authority Manager upon the juveniie being placed in a
detention facility. A DJJ employee will meet with the juvenile as soon as
possible, but within two work days of the juvenile's detainment.

l) For juveniles detained at the DJJ Detention center, the Release
Authority Manager will meet with the juvenile.

5.

6.

b.
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X.

2) For juveniles detained at local detention centers, the County Case
Manager will be requested to meet with the juvenile.

The DJJ employee meeting with the juvenile will review the notification,
answer questions the juvenile may have regarding the process, explain to
the juvenile his/trer rights, and obtain thi juvenile's signature on the
Juvenile Notice of Revocation Hearing.

c. The original, signed Juvenile Notification of Parole Revocation Hearing
will be retumed to the Release Authority Manager. The Release Authorit!
Manager will forward a photocopy to th; DJJ Victims Services
Coordinator. The employee serving the document will provide a
photocopy to the juvenile, his/her parents/guardians, and the County Case
Manager (if the employee serving is not the county case Manager).

7' If the juvenile is notified of a parole revocation hearing, but not detained, the
Release Authority Manager will present the case at the next scheduled Release
Authority Panel hearing. If the juvenile has been picked-up and detained, the
Release Authority Manager will schedule the parole ,.rro.uiion hearing for the
next scheduled Release Authority panel hearings.

Parole Revocation Hearings

The protocol of parole hearings apply to revocation hearings.

After the parole revocation hearing, the Release Authority Coordinator will
prepare.the Parole Revocation Hearing Report (Form A-5.1o) and the Release
Authority Manager will verify the document.

The Release Authority Manager will notifu the juvenile, his/her
parents/guardians, and the County Case Manager of the Release Authority panel's
disposition within one day of the revocation nearing.

a' If the juvenile's parole is revoked, the Release Authority panel will
establish the parole guidelines. The Release Authority Manager will
complete the Order of Parole Revocation (Form A-5.1P). If the jrivenile's
parole is not revoked, the DJJ Release Authority Manager will complete
the Order of Continuation of parole (Form A_5.1e.

b. The Release Authority Manager will provide a photocopy of the
appropriate order to the juvenile, his/her parents/guardians, and the
County Case Manager.

l) If the juvenile's parole is revoked, but the juvenile is not in a
detention facility, the Release Authority Manager will advise the

l.

2.

3.
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County Case Manager to issue a Parole Violation Arrest Warrant
(Form F-9.1A).

2) If the juvenile's parole is revoked and the juvenile is in a detention
facility, the Release Authority Manager will provide a photocopy
of the order of parole Revocation (Form a-s.tpl to the detention
officials and to the appropriate Evaluation Center Classification
Coordinator.

Y' Juvenile Request for Reconsideration of Denial of Release or Rescission/Revocation of
Parole

l ' The granting or denial of parole and the rescission or revocation of parole rests
with the Release Authority lanel. The juvenile, his/her parents/guardians, or
his/her legal counsel on behalf of the juvenile may request reconsideration of the
Panel's decision by submitting the Request fot A..onsideration of parole
Decision (Form A-s'lR) or a letter e*pluining in detail the reason(s) for
reconsideration. The Request or letter is submitted to the Release euihority
Manager within 7 days of the hearing.

2' The Release Authority Manager will decide whether there exists sufficient cause
to grant a hearing on the reconsideration. If a new hearing is granted, the case will
be included at the next review meeting of the Release Aulhori-ty panel.

3' The Release Authority Manager will notify the juvenile in writing if sufficient
cause was not found to justifu a hearing.

Attachment A-5.1B, DJJ Schedule of netearing Authority Parole Reviews and Hearings
Form A-5.1A, Juvenile parole Guidelines and brientation
Form A-5.1B, Juvenile Initial parole Report

fo* A-5.1C (l), Juvenile Facility paroie Report

fo* A-5.I C (2), Juvenile Educational paroli Report

fo* A-5.IC (3), Juvenile County Office parole Report

fo* A-5.1C (4), Juvenile Administrative parole Report
Form A-5.ID, Juvenile parole Report Update

fo* A-5.1E (l), Juvenile parole Report (CRp, SCDC, DMH, DDSN)
Form A-5' lE (2), Juvenile parore Report (community placement)
Form A-5.1F, Juvenile parole Reporf summary
Form A-5.1G, Juvenile Notification of parole ileviewalearing
Form A-5.1H, order of (Conditional, Temporary, Unconditional) Release Certificate
Form A-5.1I, Juvenile parole Agreement
Form A-5.1J, Rationale for parole Denial

fo* A-5.1K, Request for change of parole Status/special conditions
Form A-5'lL, Amendment to order of conditional Rllease
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Io* A-5.lM, Request for parole Revocation Hearing
Form A-5.lN, Juvenile Notification of Parole Revocation Hearing and Due process Rights
Form A-5.1O, Parole Revocation Hearing Report
Form A-5.1P, Order of Parole Revocation
Form A-5.1Q, Order of Continuation of parole
Form A-5.1R, Request for Reconsideration of parole Decision
Form F-9.1A, Parole Violation Arrest Warrant

REFERENCED POLICIES
I-2_.5, Research Approval, Implementation, and Monitoring
F-2.2, Victim Services
E-l.l l, Release of Juveniles from DJJ Facilities

SCOPE:
This policy applies to employees in Community, Educational, and Rehabilitative Services.

L9CAL PROCEDURAL GUIDE:
The DJJ Release Authority Manager will maintain a local procedural guide/training manual.

Community, Educational, and Rehabilitative Services employees are required to review
policy within 30 days of its distribution.

this



SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE
DJJ Release Authority

Juvenile Facilify parole Renort

Social Worker/
Clinician
Parole Report

Date this juvenile is scheduled
for a hearing

Complete and submit to the DJJ Coordinator
of Releasing Authority no later than:

Juvenile
Name:

Date of
Birth:

Facility:

Juvenile Information:
Yes No NA There is a historv of substance rrse hrrce If nl t^:

Yesl lNo I lNAl lTh".earesisnifica

Yes No NA The juvenile is currently taking prer.tib"d
medication(s) and exnlain fhe health/menrol hpot+L r^- aL^ -^r:^^r

Yes I lNo T-INAT- The irrvenile i

-

vesl lN

Jd-TN" rtras(' S](IJtalIl:

Clinical Treatment Information:

concerning the juvenile's overall res

Record the juvenile's recommend.d .lini.
to which the juvenile participated and followed his/her recommended clinical treatmeni plan, and your comments

Form A-5. lC (l)
07-20t2

Page I of2



Positive Adj ustment Information :

Record the juvenile's strengths und
behavior reports, job and tife skills development, rehabilitative support services participation, other/special program

h photocopies of documents.

ve Adjustment Information:
Record the juvenile's document"d n.g
violations (include the date, offense, description and actlon tak"en), etc. Attach copies of documents.

Clinical Needs upon Release:
Detail the special clinical/treatment n."d, und

Do you recommend release?
f Yes I No

If yes, check one: f Conditional Release I UnconditionalRelease

ial Conditions of Parole:

Title:

Supervisor's S ignature:

Attachments:
Juvenile Service Plans
Positive Reports
Negative Reports

Form A-5. lC (l)
08-2012

Page 2 of 2



SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE
Educational
Parole/ Panel
Hearing Report

Date this juvenile is scheduled Complete and submit to ttreDll Coo.ain-at*
of Releasing Authority no later than:

Juvenile
Name:

JJMS#:

Educational Information:
of curriculum (please X a

oma (# of eamed units: Certificate Track
_ | vpu. r rvlc;vlE;u ttst (|alg; Middle School

The juvenile is enrolled in I Education. If yes, X the
Learning Disabled Educable Mentally Disabled
Other Health I

The.iuu"nil" has.

The.iuvenile has an ADA

the.iuvenile's educat

Record the juvenile" d
participation, awards, certificates oirecognition, honors, etc'\ ALch photocopies of documents.(if available)

Record the juvenile's docum
uiolationr, in-rchool .urpension, ufter--r.hool d"tention, eic.iAttuch photo""ooi"s-of documents. (if available)

Educational Needs upon Release:
D"tuil th. 

"du."tion"l 
r"*i."t

Form A-5.1C (2)
08-2012

Page I of 2



Do you recommend release?tryes nNo
If yes, check one: I Conditional Release I Unconditional Release

pervisor's Signature:

Attachments: ava lable
JROTC Report Card Activity Tracker Teacher CommentGports

Ofher.SOTP Omega CIS

Form A-5.IC (2)
08-20t2

Page2 of2



SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE
DJJ Release Authoritv

County Case
Manager Parole
Report

Date this juvenile is scheduled
for a hearing

Complete and submit to the OJI Coordinator
of Releasing Authority no later than:

JJMS#:

Community Information:tt
T=

Yes IfI
No Victim/Witness Notifi cation

Yes No Rest tutlon Monetary Amount: Commu4ity Services Hours:Yes No Deta ner/Hold/Penaing Charees TSAru;

: Desrcribe the known nosition o

Guardianship: Who will have
Name of Pa

Alternate Telephone #:

Family Inform4tion: Zrsr 
^r^O"o

The victim resides in the home.
The juvenile has aitrltOlctrilOren. lf
P*.ntul *&br ud

A household member(s) has s

Form A-5.1C (3)
08-20t2

Page l of 2



Dr."rib" in drtuil oth"r rri"

Placement planVln&nnation upon,€lease

the juvenile's aftercare plan:

Do you recommend release?
flYes E No

If yes, check one: I Conditional Release ! Unconditional Release

Form A-5. lC (3)
08-20t2

Page 2 of 2



SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE
DJJ Release Authoritv

Date this juvenile is scheduled
for an administrative hearine

Complete and submit to the DIJ
Coordinator of Releasing Authority no later
than:

Area Submitting this Report
Social Worker/Clinician Guidance Counselor/Education County Case ManagerDJJ Facility Community Residential proeram SCDC DMH DDSN

Status Update:

ou recommend release?

Ifyes, check one:

f,No

n ConditionalRelease fl Unconditional Release

ial Conditions of parole:

Reporter's Signature:

Telephone #:

Supervisor's S ignature:

Facility/Program:



SOUTH CAROLINA DEPARTMENT OF JUVENILE JUSTICE
DJJ Release Authority

Date this juvenile is scheduled Completeandsubmitffi
of Releasing Authority no later than:

Juvenile
Name:

Area Submitting this Report
Social Worker/Clin ician Uuldance Counselor/Fdrrcetinn County Case ManaserI DJJ Faciliry/Group Horne Uommuntty Residential program SCDC DMH DDSN

since the most recent parole

Do you recommend release?
tl yes f No

If yes, check one: n Conditional Release I Unconditional Release

ial Conditions of Parote:

Reporter's Signature:

Telephone #:

Supervisor's Signature:

Facility/Program:

Form A-5. lD
08-20t2
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DJJ Relcrsc Authority
P.O. Bor 21069
Columbir, SC 29221
803-E96-92r7

_ Rcl Rrte
_ TorNl All
_ Peoel Hcaring

_ Administretive Hcrrings

December g, 2013
Panel Hearing/Administrative Review Schedule

REPORTS ARE Due Novembe r ZS, 2013

Juvenile,s Name

-

Mts

I
Status County Aqencv Loeafian Type of Review/Guidelines

Aikan DJJ Birchwood Panef Hearina l)-1 manlha
D.l""o.y I Florence DJJ JGR-Foxtrot Panel Hearinn l2-l mnnrlr-lDsllqe*!-
Il,oto"n
Igulrr_
I sanara

I, Amoree

IID
Dorchester DJJ Fllilll-llalal

Administrative Reyiew (2-5 months)

Anderson DJJ BWD llntal

Richland DJJ Rllrn nMt Ir Beaufort DJJ Coesfal 6tA Administrative Review (5-10 months)I Sumter DJJ Willaw I ana Tranaiti^

Administrative Review (2-5 months)

l-
-

Horry DJJ BWD.CMU



Recommendations Submitted to the
Release Authority for December 201.3 Hearings

Name Treatment Education Countv Yes/]\lo
Tvler Yes Yes No 2ll
Jacorv No No No 013

Shiqawn No N/A Yes UI
Jordan No No No 0t3
Charles Yes No No U2
Sandra No Yes No U2
Amoree No No No 0t3
Jason Yes No No v2
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December 9. 20i3
RELEASE AUTHORITY

Reoort Loo

p{.: I ol I
Dhnr|brrtxf : W mf e a:1 2 pn

Juvenlle's Name FACILIW REPORT EDUCATION REPORT COUNTY RFD6I'? M|s 9gunty LocatlonETyter fi.2$t3 11-2;t-13 fi-12.13 D Alken BlrrhwoodIIr T I

-
-

-rr
rnIIT T rl

-

FD, Jacory fi.17.13 11.27.13 fi-n-|3 e Florcnce JGR-FoxtrotD tlr IF I I
tlr

IF rkE IIl t- I rEhE
h

tll

-

(tr T
-IEl

r-

=r- -r-r
-

rh

-
-

IEEE

-
m

-

{rD

-

H
-r

H

IlShiqawn 12.$13. l2-5.tr

-1IIl
Dorchester BWD-Hotel

-Jordan

fi.t9t3 11-27-13 fing2ot3 Anderson BWD HotelE Charles 12.$13 11-27-13 12-$13

-

Rlchland BWD CIUUE Itr I

-

lll rnb
II. Sandra tf.r8.r3 fi-19.13 12.$13 IT Beaufort Coastal O&Ah

-

rn (Ill rllll r==:r.
k

-
ID

-

IF r-I
f Amoree 1t-2t13 11-27-13 finsnfi3

-

Sumter WL Transltlon UnfthJason r2-$13 11.27.11 fi.21.13

-

Horry BwD qtruThls luvenlhwas added llrr

E:::gs qrrEr rla|' gl'aqltne an o nor consldet€d late.



Timeliness of Reports Submitted to the
Release Authority for December 9, 2013 Hearings

Name Facilitv Renort Education Report Countv Renort Total Late
Tyler LATE I
Jacorv LATE I
Shiqawn LATE I
Jordan 0
Charles LATE LATE LATE J
Sandra LATE I
Amoree LATE I
Jason LATE LATE 2

TOTAL REPORTS: 24 TOTAL LATE: l0
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JANUARY 2014 Board List
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Recommendations Submitted to the Juvenile Parole
Board for January 2014 Hearings

Name Treatment Education Countv Yes/]\lo
Zachaw No No No 0t3
Jonathan Yes Yes Yes 3t0
Ouavdir Yes Yes No 2lr
Jaquez No No No 0/3
Isaiah No No Yes r/2
Daiour No No Yes U2
Davanta No No No 0t3
Tvler No No No 0t3
Codv No No No 0t3
Kemon No No No 0t3
Christopher No Yes No U2
Steven No No No 0t3
Jaquavious No Yes No U2
James Yes Yes Yes 3t0
Robert No Yes No U2
Denardo No Yes Yes 2/l
Jarius No No No 0/3
Kenterious No No No 0/3
Anfemee No Yes No U2
Roy No Yes No v2
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DTSIR AUTED ON: OCTOAER 29, 2012.
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March 2013 Board List paTld
DisurUtd: <dato @ <rimD

E. 45 OJJ'S RESPOA/S'BT.E

DISTRIBUTED ON: January 4, 2013.
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APRIL 2013 Board List pa$ t ot
Oiskibld: <dstp @ <rimo

,PLEASE REWEW ENTIRE BOARD LIST.NOTING AGENCY AND LOCATION OF EACH JUVENILE, AS DJJ IS RESPONSIBI.E
FOR ALL DMH/DDSN AND SCDC CASES IN WHICH JIJVENILES ARE STILL LOCATED AT DJJ FACILITIES WHEN THIS LIST

DISTRIBUTED ON: FEBRIIARY 1,201J.

Statur FB/P Juvenile'r Name Mts Y PE Countv Raalan Agency Locatlon
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DISTRIBUTED ON: FEBRIIARY t,2|lg.
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,PLEASE RA/IEW ENNRE BOARD LI.S

DISTRIBUTED ON: FEBRttARy 1,2013.
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DISTR/BUTED ON: March 1,2otg.
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*PLEASE REWEW ENTIRE BOARD LIST. NO.

DISTRIBUTED ON: March t,2O1g.
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DISTRIBUTED QN: March 1,2019.
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May 2013 Board List pa$ 1 oa
Distibtd: <dato @ <timc>

DISTRIBUTED ON: March 1,201J.

Statur FBIP Juvenile'r l{ame _ Mlsa Y PE County Reqion Agency Locatlon
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DISTRIBUTED ON: tt|/.RCH 28,2019.



June 2013 Board List o*,r*.o.-ET,,li

'PLEASE RAilEW ENzRE EOARD L[ST. NOTTNG AGENCY AND LOCAnON OF A\CH J|WN|LF. AS DJJ rS RESPO,VS,EIE
FOR ALL DMIWOSN AND SCDC CASES IN WHICH JIIIyAJN'LES ARE SNLL LOCATED AT DJJ FACILITIES WHEN THIS LIST

DISTRIBUTED ON: i/|/.RCH 20,201J.



June 2013 Board List oou,,,*,.0,",ffti,1.1

,PLEASE REWEW ENTIRE BOARD LIST. NOTING AGENCY AND LOCATION OF EACH JUVENILE, AS DJJ IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR ALL DMH/DDSN AND SCDC CASES IN WHICH JUVENILES ARE STILL LOCATED AT DJJ FACILITIES WHEN THIS LIST

DISTRIBUTED ON: MARCH 29,2019.

Statur FB/P Juvenile'r Name Mls Y PE County Resion Agency Locatlon
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June 2013 Board List o*,n -,.*.rET#

'PLEASE RA/'ffi EN7iRE BOARD UST.NOnNG AGENCY AND LOCAr,ON OF EACH JUWN|LE. AS INJ tS RESI:ONS'BLE
FOR AU DM'NDSN ANO SCDC CASES 

'N 
WHICH JUly'rjNILES ARE SNLL LOCATED AT DJJ FACILMES WHEN TH'S LTST

DISTR BUTED ON: ItTARCH 2q 2otg.
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DTSTR AUTED ON: MAy 2, 201J.
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Distributed: 1t25t2014 @ 1:28 PM
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LEASE REWEW ENTIRE BOARD UST.NOT'NG AGENCY ANO LOCAT'ON OF EACH JIJWNILE. AS DJJ IS RESPONSIBLE
,R ALL DMH/DDSN AND SCDC CASES IN WH'CH JUVENILES ARE STILL LOCATED AT DJJ FACILITIES WHEN THIS LIST

]r*,rrrro oN: MAy Ji, 2ots.
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,PLEASE RA/'W ENNRE BOARD LIST. NONNC AGENCY AND L@ANON OF 
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FOR AU DMH/DDSN AND SCDC CASES N JryHrcH JUWN'LES ARE SNLL L@ATED AT DJJ FACILMES WHEN TH/iS LIST
lS DISTRIBUTED, REpORTS ARE DUE ON: JUNE 11. 20i3.

Ooor", rED oN: ,rAy st,2o1s.
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-PLEASE REWEW ENTIRE BOARD LIST. NOTING AGENCY AND LOCATION OF EACH JUVENILE. AS DJJ IS RESPONSIBLE
FOR ALL DMH/DDSN AND SCDC CASES IN WHICH JUVENILES ARE STILL LOCATED AT DJJ FACILITIES WHEN THIS LIST

_ll 
DISTRiBUTED. REPORTS ARE pUE ON: JUNE 14.2013.

-ISTRIBUTED 
ON: MAy J1,2OtJ.
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Seotember 2013 Board List
'LEASE RWIEW ENNRE BOARD UST.NONNG AGENCY ANO LOCANON OF EACH JUWNILE. AS DJJ IS RESFONSIBLE
)R ALL D'I'IIDDSN AND SCI'C CASES IN IIITH'CH JITyrJNILES ARE SNLL LOCATED AT DJJ FAC'LT1'ES WHEN THIS LIST
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(ln,"uoo 
oN: J^NE 28,2013.
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,R ALL DMH4DDSN AND SCIliC CASES IN WHICH JUlyrjNILES ARE ST'LL LOCATED AT DJJ FAilLMES WHEN THIS LIST

en 
"rno 

oN: AUGrsr 4 201s.
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DISTRIBUTED ON: SEpTEMBER 6,201J.
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D,STRTBUTED ON: SEPTEMBER 6, 2019.
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DISTRIBUTED ON: OCTOBER g, 2019.
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DISTRIBUTED ON: OCTOBER g, 2019.
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Juvenile Parole Board "Missing Reports" for 2013

Month
Number of

Missins Renorts
Januarv ll
Februarv 5

March 8

April 7

May 29
June lt
Julv 5

August t0
September a

J

October 6
November l0
December 5

TOTAL: 110


